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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Studies on the problems of Vietnam veterans, especially 
in relation to herbicide exposure, continue to pose 
complicated questions to the interested investigator. The 
sa~e can be said about studies of Vietnamese who have come 
to live in the United States following the end of American 
involvement in 1975. 
Diseases are one complication of the "cause and effect" 
relationship (1). Currently, veterans report the following 
as frequent ~edical complaints: dermatologic disorders, 
neurologic difficulties (numbness, tingling in extremities, 
headaches, fatigue, depression, and sexual dysfunction, 
among others), psychologic disorders, reproductive problems, 
cancer, gastrointestinal disorders, infections, 
hypertension, hepatic hematologic, genitourinary, 
respiratory, and cardiovascular problems. 
The hundreds of thousands of refugees from Vietnam 
brought with them the potential for a number of latent and 
chronic infections; some unknown to u.s . medical personnel. 
These included many diseases which may, as with veterans , 
complicate the analysis of herbicidal effects. While the 
majority of refugees coming to the U.S. would be free of 
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major contagious disease (2), others entered with some 
highly infectious diseases. Tuberculosis was the most 
common infection of immigrating and immigrated Southeast 
Asians (3). As many as 40-50% tested positive with the 
tuberculin skin test (4). Melioidosis (a rare bacillary 
disease in the western hemisphere) is endemic in Southeast 
Asia, and, like tuberculosis, can have a long latency 
period. In one study from the University of Connecticut, 
65% of examined Indochinese refugees were found via stool 
specimens to be infected with one or more parasites upon 
examination. Among the most prevalent helminths found were 
hookworn, Ascaris lumbricoides (giant intestinal nematode), 
Trichuris trichiura (whipworm) , and Clonorchus sinensis 
(oriental liver fluke). Among pathogenic protozoans, 
Giardia lamblia (intestinal flagellate) occurred frequently. 
Endolimax nana and Entameba coli \flere common non-pathogenic 
amebae (5). 
One of the most important aspects of a study of 
herbicidal effects would be documentation of degree of 
exposure. This will be one of the most difficult, if not 
impossible, parameters to assess. Despite the difficulties, 
Stevens (6) attempted the first quantification of TCDD 
(dioxin) exposure via Agent Orange for veterans. The three-
pronged study of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
currently uses what is considered the "best approach," 
although admittedly imperfect. It cites problems of flawed 
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military record-keeping during the war as a major 
predicament. CDC studies plan to document a "best approach" 
through the use of U.S. Army Company morning reports 
(showing daily presence or absence of an individual soldier) 
and Battalion journal files (identification of company in 
time and locale) . 
The issue of harm to human health by the use of 
herbicidal, or other, chemicals employed during the course 
of United States' involvement in Vietnam has the potential 
to be one of the longest and most bitter vestiges of 
America's longest war. 
The Veterans Administration (VA) position is that the 
preponderance of evidence (or lack thereof) indicates long-
term harm has yet to be proven (7), and accepts the need 
for further study. Many veterans, their attorneys, and 
other advocates point to the amount and degree of morbidity 
and mortality in the "Vietnam veteran" population to 
support their case . They maintain that chemicals were so 
widely used that chemical exposure must explain the problem 
since the wide range of veteran maladies differs so markedly 
from previous wars. 
The present study was not an attempt to provide any 
final answers. The discussion will make clear the problems 
inherent in this study. It was an attempt to give direction 
and, perhaps, clarity to future efforts. Directly comparing 
the responses of two different, yet potentially exposed, 
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populations, Vietnam veterans (acute) and native Vietnamese 
(chronic), is a new and different approach to the herbicide 
question. 
to: 
The three major objectives of this investigation were 
1. develop a non-biased questionnaire for future use; 
2. conduct a pilot study; and 
3. analyze and modify the questionnaire used to remove 
bias. 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Historical Chronology 
Dioxin or TCDD (2,3,7,8-tetrachloro- dibenzo- p - dioxin ) 
often is described as the most toxic, synthetic chemical 
yet discovered . It is currently the focus of billions of 
dollars of ritigation. This contaminant of Agent Orange , 
the major herbicide used during the Vietnam War , has made it 
the most closely studied chemical of recent years. The 
toxicity of 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro-dibenzo- p-dioxin (TCDD as it 
will be called in this paper) is well known (8-15 ) . Most o f 
the controversy over use of herbicides in Vietnam revolves 
around TCDD . The active ingredients of other herbicides, 
such as picloram (Agent White) and cacodylic acid (Agent 
Blue), a lso should be assessed (16). 
In May , 1961, a request f rom the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense was received by the Crops Division a t 
Fort Detrick , Maryland , to evaluate the effectiveness of 
jungle defoliation in Southeast Asia. After consideration 
of various factors , including effectiveness and availability 
of ingredients, two herbicidal mixtures were delivered t o 
Ton Son Nhut Air Base in the Republic of Vietnam in January, 
5 
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1962. 
One was a mixture of the n-butyl esters of 2,4-
dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (hereafter referred to as 2,4-D) 
and 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid (hereafter referred to 
as 2,4,5-T) and the iso-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T. This 
mixture was code-named Agent Purple, for the identifying 
purple band around the delivery drums. The second mixture, 
Agent Blue (blue drum banding) was formulated to contain 
both cacodylic acid and the sodium salt of cacodylic acid 
(the latter contained pentavalent organic arsenic). 
The aerial spraying in South Vietnam, code-named 
Operation "Ranch Hand," initially utilized the previously 
described herbicides. According to Young (15), J.W. Brown 
of the U.S. Army Chemical Corps, reported that the first 
shipments of Agents Purple and Blue were received in the 
Republic of Vietnam on January 9, 1962. 
Additional herbicides, Pink and Green, were added to 
the "Ranch Hand'' armamentarium during the next two years. 
Herbicide Pink, also used in a defoliation test program in 
Thailand (17) during 1963 and 1964, was a mixture of the 
n-butyl and iso-butyl esters of 2,4,5-T. Herbicide Green, 
used in limited quantities from 1962 to 1964 over South 
Vietnam, consisted of then- butyl ester of 2,4,5-T. 
Two additional herbicides were brought into the spray 
program by January, 1965, following evaluation of their 
effectiveness. They were identified as Agents White and 
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Orange. Herbicide White (white color band) was a 1:4 
mixture of the active ingredients, picloram (4-amino-3,5,6-
trichloropicolinic acid) and 2,4-D. Both ingredients were 
formulated as triisopropanolamine salts. Herbicide Orange 
eventually replaced Agents Purple, Pink, and Green for the 
duration of the spray program during the Vietnam War and 
became the most widely used military herbicide. Agent 
Orange was composed of a 50:50 mixture of the n-butyl esters 
of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. Following the discovery that the 
2,4,5-T component of Agent Orange was contaminated during 
manufacture with TCDD, most uses of Orange were terminated 
on April 15, 1970. An anonymous letter published in Citizen 
Soldier (18), the paper of a Vietnam veteran advocacy group, 
disputed that defoliation was halted in 1970. According to 
Buckingham (17), defoliation flights had ended in 1970, with 
only crop destruction missions still being flown. These 
continued until January, 1971, when only two C-123's (the 
fixed-wing planes of the "Ranch Hand" fleet) were maintained 
for further mosquito spraying. 
Nevertheless, the official announcement of termination 
occurred concurrently with an announcement from three 
federal agencies ("Agriculture", "Health, Education and 
Welfare", and "Interior") that use of 2,4,5-T would be 
restricted greatly within the United States. For more than 
thirty years prior to that announcement both 2,4-D and 
2,4,5-T had been widely used in agriculture in the United 
States to control unwanted plants (19, 20). Finally, in 
March, 1979, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
enacted an ''emergency suspension" to stop most uses of 
2,4,5-T and Silvex (21, 22). 
These herbicides were used for specific reasons. 
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Primarily, they were used to deny the cover of the jungle to 
the guerrilla forces fighting in Vietnam, i.e., defoliation. 
Secondarily, they were used against crops to deny their use 
by the guerrillas (13, 23, 24). This would include 
defoliation along highways and roads to avoid ambush. In 
addition, small amounts of herbicides were used to clear 
base camp perimeters, waterv1ays, and lines of communication. 
During American involvement in Vietnam, use of 
herbicides appeared to have extended beyond the borders of 
South Vietnam. Westing (24) believed spraying was mostly 
restricted to South Vietnam, but maintained that eastern 
Kampuchea (Cambodia), Laos, and possibly North Vietnam were 
sprayed to some extent. Use of Agent Orange in Laos also 
was suggested in an anonymous article in Chemical and 
Engineering News in the February, 1982, issue . In early 
1980, the Pentagon declassified r eports stating that Agent 
Orange was sprayed between October, 1967, and July, 1969, 
on 23,607 acres of the southern demi litarized zone (DMZ) in 
Korea. 
Documented evidence now supports the various sources of 
information that spraying of all herbicides in Vietnam 
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extended over the years 1962 to 1971. Appendix A lists the 
major herbicide mixtures used in Southeast Asia. The period 
of initial introduction of herbicides in 1962 was followed 
by a period of expanded use of herbicidal agents from 1965 
through 1966. The peak use of these products occurred 
during the years 1967 to 1969. They were phased out during 
1970 to 1971 with the discovery of the teratogen TCDD in 
2,4,5-T (25). In the end, not only did the opposition of 
scientific and citizen•s groups contribute to ending the 
use of herbicides in Vietnam, international considerations 
were also a significant factor. In 1969, the Geneva 
Protocol on chemical and biological weapons had been sent by 
President Richard Nixon to the U.S. Senate for ratification. 
The on-going use by the United States of herbicides and 
chemical riot control agents in Vietnam had become a major 
detraction of U.S. image abroad. 
Despite evidence accumulating since the late 1940 1 s 
(some not reported in the open literature) warnings of toxic 
problems related to polychlorinated phenols were largely 
ignored (26). Occupational exposures during the manufacture 
of trichlorophenol (substrate for production of 2,4,5-T), 
and other related compounds, hinted at problems to come. 
Dr. Samuel Epstein, in testimony before a subcommittee of 
the House Committee on Veterans• Affairs (26), pointed out 
that TCDD had been identified as the agent in 
trichlorophenol causing chloracne as early as 1957. It is 
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difficult, therefore, to understand how the National 
Academy of Sciences (13) stated: 
They (herbicides) are selected because they can 
be manufactured cheaply and in large quantities, but 
also for the physical, chemical, and biological 
characteristics that minimize undesired side effects. 
They have been used worldwide in large quantities, on 
the whole without causing serious hazards. 
The above proves doubly confounding upon reading 
selective citations given by Westing (24) dated 1963, 1967, 
1970, and 1971, to name but a few, dealing with reports 
purportedly . related to problems of herbicide exposure among 
Vietnamese. 
Doubts about the safety of herbicide usage in the 
Vietnam War (also commonly referred to as the Second 
Indochina War) resulted in a call by the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) in 1969 
for a study of herbicidal effects. Concern about the impact 
of human activity on the environment, especially the 
increasing destructiveness of modern warfare, seemed to 
have been a driving force behind the move. In addition, 
members of the AAAS were concerned about breaching the 
constraints against chemical and biological warfare. The 
AAAS joined the Federation of American Scientists (FAS) who 
had, in 1964, expressed reservations about the use of 
chemical or biological weapons on foreign shores (23). 
According to Orians (27), at one point neither Vietnamese 
nor American officials were disclosing information about 
chemicals used, areas sprayed, or the chemical action of 
the agents. 
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Due to the concern over the issue of exposure to 
herbicides in Vietnam, especially the TCDD contaminant of 
Agent Orange, numerous studies have been completed or are 
still in progress.' Studies which have ended include: an 
Australian birth defects study of Australian veterans of 
service in Vietnam (28); a Vietnamese birth defects study 
(29); and a CDC birth defects study, to mention a few. One 
of the long-term investigations includes the "Ranch Hand 
Study, " conducted by the U.S. Air Force, vlhich is expected 
to report the results of e x aminations of Operation "Ranch 
Hand" personnel periodically. 
The CDC has taken responsibility for another two-
pronged study from the VA: one part to assess the health 
effects of Agent Orange on veterans; the other segment to 
assess the health effects of the "Vietnam experience." 
This is a very abbreviated listing of the numerous studies 
going on vwrldwide. 
Some of the factors complicating the study of herbicide 
effects in veterans and Vietnamese were mentioned 
previously. A Nov ember 30, 1982, article, which appeared in 
the New York Times, and subsequently in a compilation of 
articles on the health of veterans prepared by the 
Congressional Research Service, reported that the Defense 
Department, " ... estimate s that most troops probably got 
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heavier exposures to insecticides, antimalarial drugs, fuel 
vapors, parasites, narcotics, alcohol and many other toxic 
substances than they did to Agent Orange." 
Whether this statement ultimately proves to be correct 
remains to be seen. However, it does recall an earlier 
discussion of disease factors in the "Introduction.'' Before 
moving into a discussion of the literature on herbicides 
used in Southeast Asia, a few elaborative comments about 
disease in veterans and Vietnamese are appropriate. 
r4any diseases complicate the cause and effect 
relationship in regards to veterans (1). Malaria was the 
most significant health problem in terms of person-days 
lost~ and with the appearance of chloroquine- r esistant 
malaria, dapsone, a drug previously reported to cause 
agranulocytosis in susceptible individuals, came into use 
and was later withdrawn (30). Bo th infectious and serum 
hepatitis (HA and HB) were present. Serum hepatitis was 
related to blood transfusions and I.V. drug use. Infectious 
hepatitis posed a lesser problem than in pr~vious wars . 
Fever of undetermined origin (FoUO) was widespread, proving 
to be second in prevalence only to venereal disease. 
Gonorrhea was the most common venereal disease, accounting 
for 90% of sex-re lated diseases. After 1968, 
neuropsychiatric diseases rose rapidly, and by 197 0, became 
the second leading disease problem. Neel (31) noted that 
escalation of drug abuse followed the rise of 
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neuropsychiatric disorders. Skin diseases were found 
widely from 1965 to the end of U.S. involvement in Vietnam. 
Other, less common, diseases also v1ere present. Increased 
incidence of certain diseases was often traced to variation 
in seasonal rainfall (31). 
Among Vietnamese, a number of disease states (in 
addition to those previously mentioned) were documented. 
Chronic nutritional deficiencies were inferred to be part 
of the cause of stunted growth among children from 
Southeast Asia (4). Fourteen percent of refugees exhibited 
Hepatitis B surface antigen, while another 80-90% were 
detected to have HB serologic markers (4). Possible blood 
and tissue parasitic infections included filariasis, 
schistosomiasis, paragonimiasis, and malaria. Plasmodium 
vivax (in some cases chloroquine-resistant ~ falciparum) 
was by far the most common species implicated in malaria 
( 3) • 
Among mental health problems of recent immigrants, 
depression was often noted (4, 5). Relocation and 
resettlement temporarily alleviated such problems, but 
loneliness, anxiety, helplessness, and homesickness 
resulted in any number of psychosomatic symptoms (4). 
An additional factor obscuring potential TCDD effects--
the most suspect chemical--was the use of a number of other 
potent herbicides. The two of major concern were Agent 
White, with its picloram component, and Agent Blue , with 
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cacodylic acid. 
Among the current studies to elucidate the problems 
of Vietnam veterans is a 3-pronged initiative by the Centers 
for Disease Control. It is hoped that these studies will 
clarify the issues and cover as many major concerns as 
possible. 
One study, referred to as the "Vietnam Experience'' 
Study, a retrospective cohort study, compared male veterans 
of the Army who served in Vietnam against those who served 
elsewhere. It was meant to assess possible health effects 
of the "general Vietnam service experience" (1). 
A case-control study, termed the "Sarcoma/Lymphoma" 
Study, will examine the risk of Vietnam veterans 
contracting soft tissue sarcoma and lymphoma as a result of 
service-connected exposures. 
The third retrospective study is being called the 
"Agent Orange'' Study. This will examine the health effects 
of possible herbicide exposure, with special emphasis on 
Agent Orange (and its TCDD contaminant). This study also 
will examine three cohorts of Vietnam veterans, representing 
differing levels of exposure. 
The latter study, describing the effects of exposure to 
Agent Orange in the veteran population, points in the 
direction that virtually all investigations have to date. 
Specifically, that Agent Orange, and its TCDD contaminant, 
is responsible for most, if not all, unusual physical 
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maladies experienced by veterans. Volumes have been 
written about Agent Orange (and TCDD) lately. This body of 
infor~ation represents all the available literature . More 
would be learned from expensive toxicological research, but 
the effort at hand involves no toxicological research. 
The questionnaire distributed, which is the basis of 
this thesis, asked respondants to identify, if possible, the 
herbicide to which they believe they may have been exposed. 
The herbicides . lis ted included: Agents Orange, Orange II, 
White, Blue, Purple, Pink, and Green. Probably the only 
people who would know with certainty would be handlers, 
l oaders , and possibly aircraft (helicopter and C-123) crew 
members. In fact , Vietnamese from the local areas did most 
of the ground handling (13), which explains part of the 
interest of the author in studying immigrant Vietnamese. 
Because of the previous nearly complete focus on Agent 
Orange (TCDD), the following literature review will 
necessarily reflect that trend. Noting the discussion of 
Agent Orange in the historical chronology (page 5), it 
will be recal l ed that Orange is a 50:50 mixture of the 
n-butyl esters of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. 
During the manufacture of 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, a 
precursor in the production of the herbicide 2,4,5-T, a 
toxic contaminant, TCDD, is generated in trace amounts (32) 
It is a colorless and crystalline solid at room temperature, 
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first synthesized in 1957 . 
Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin is actually one of a 
group of seventy- five compounds called dioxins. The 
2,3,7,8 - TCDD congener is the most toxic of the series. The 
structure of dibenzo- p - dioxins, as a group , consists of 
two benzene rings attached by two oxygen atoms , as shown in 
Figure 1. 
9 0 
8 
3 
6 0 4 
Figure 1 
The structure of dibenzo- p-dioxins 
The seventy-five variants possible involve hydrogen o r 
halogen substitution . Of the seventy-five different 
chlorine -combined dioxins possible, only forty have been 
prepared and identified as of 1984 . Five others have been 
identified but not separated. Twenty-two tetrachloro-
isomers have been prepared by Dow Chemical Company (33). 
The most widely studied isomer of ch l or ine- substituted 
dioxins is the 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro-dioxin; the structure is 
given in Figure 2 on the fo llowing page. It has been shown 
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to be the most toxic to laboratory animals and, therefore, 
possibly humans. There are other toxic dioxin formulati ons 
(13), generally relating to position and number of 
chlorines (9, 34). 
Cl 0 Cl 
Cl 0 Cl 
Figure 2 
2 3 7 8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin I I I 
According to the Handbook of Toxic and Hazardous 
Chemicals (35), TCDD is describe d as a carcinogen (EPA-CAS) 
(A-40) a nd labelled a hazardous waste constituent and 
priority t oxic pollutant by the EPA. The Chemical Abstract 
Service Registry Number (CAS) is 1746-01-6. The National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
maintains a Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances 
Numbers (RTECS). The number assigned to TCDD is HP3500000. 
The number used by the United Nations to identify TCDD is 
A-40. 
Upon formulation, TCDD is a white, crystalline s o lid 
Which melts in the range of 302° to 308° C. Temperature s of 
sooo begin decomposition with complete decompositio n 
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following twenty-one minutes exposure at 800° C. 
Photodecomposition of the chemical, a much-discussed method 
of decontamination, will be discussed later. TCDD is 
chemically stable and extremely lipophilic. 
Because of its effects, which will be discussed below, 
the suggested permissible exposure limits in air and 
permissible concentrations in water are given as zero. Due 
to insufficient data, the development of a criterion for 
protection of aquatic life is not presently possible (35). 
In addition to its presence in herbicides utilized in 
Vietnam, dioxin-group contaminants (including TCDD) appear· 
in chlorinated phenol wood preservatives and hexachlorophene, 
a bactericide. Due to the extraordinary toxicity of TCDD, 
even at extremely low concentrations, analytical work, even 
up to 1973, had been difficult. Prior to this time the 
limit of detection had been measured in parts-per-million 
(ppm) . The work of Meselson and Baughman (36) pushed the 
limits of detection down to the level of parts-per-trillion 
(ppt) . This was acknowledged as a great step forward in the 
critical work of measuring TCDD at the levels at which it 
exerts its biological effects (13). 
Chloracne is a clinically acceptable symptom of 
exposure to certain chlorinated hydrocarbons, especially 
TCDD (37, 38). According to Crow (34), mild exposure to 
Chloracnegens may closely resemble adolescent acne. The 
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position of occurrence may be used to differentiate between 
chloracne and acne vulgaris. Chloracne is more likely to be 
found outside and under the eyes (malar crescent) and behind 
the ears. Involvement of the rest of the face, neck, 
shoulder, genitalia, chest, and lower trunk may arise (in 
that order) with heavier exposure, while the limbs are 
generally untouched, except for the heaviest exposures (11). 
Other skin lesions are common, including: inflammatory 
nodules, infected cysts, cellulitis and carbuncles (37). 
TCDD may enter the body through the skin, or by absorption 
in the respiratory or gastrointestinal tract. 
Chloracne has been observed in the occupational setting 
for years. One of the earliest accidents occurred in 1949 
and involved a plant manufacturing trichlorophenol, a 
2,4,5-T precursor. The Nitro, West Virginia plant breached 
its reactor vessel exposing many workers. Several wives of 
plant workers, as well as the workers, experienced 
chloracne, as well as other symptoms . Accidents at 
Ludwigshafen, Federal Republic of Germany, in 1953, in the 
Netherlands, in 1963, in Czechoslavakia, during the 
mid-1960's, and the Seveso incident in 1976, to name but a 
few, show chloracne is a widespread result of TCDD exposure 
( 3 9) • 
Young (15) cited chloracne as a consistently observed 
Clinical feature, which in the worst cases of exposure 
involved the chest and inguinal area with scarring generally 
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increased. 
Kociba (8) and others have postulated the areas 
effected by TCDD lack major hair growth. These areas, 
lacking long hair shafts to act as "wicks" for accumulated 
debris, become congested. Moses, et al (40), upon examining 
the Nitro plant workers who had chloracne, found no relation 
between chloracne and other skin diseases. 
Skin lesions seen commonly with TCDD exposure are those 
associated with disordered porphyrin (a heme pigment) 
metabolism, ·which include: hyperpigmentation (also 
separately recognized in TCDD exposure), hypertrichosis 
(often manifested as unusual facial hair growth) , crusted 
ulcerations and erosions, and scars (37). Photosensitivity 
of the skin also may be found (15) . 
In some people exposed to sufficient TCDD, urine 
appears dark, due to the presence of increased urinary 
uroporphyrins. Brodkin (37) described it as looking like 
strongly brewed tea. The list of human illness related to 
occupational exposure to chlorinated phenols 
(trichlorophenol, the 2,4,5-T precursor) given in Moses, et 
al (40), found acquired "porphyria cutanea tarda" a commonly 
occurring phenomenon. The International Agency for Research 
on Cancer (IARC) also noted "porphyria cutanea tarda" as a 
toxic effect of TCDD in humans. 
Acquired "porphyria cutanea tarda" is not the lone 
effect of TCDD on the liver. Structural alterations, 
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changes in serum enzyme levels, and changes in the biliary 
system have been noted in animal species. Human exposure 
also has resulted in observed liver damage, possibly 
including liver cancer. Enlargement of the liver has been 
found in numerous cases of human exposure (1, 41). 
Changes in enzyme levels also have been reported. TCDD 
and other polychlorinated dibenzodioxins are found to very 
strongly induce microsomal monooxygenase activity. This 
system of enzymes serves to metabolize foreign lipophilic 
chemicals to more polar, therefore more readily excretable, 
products (32). It is found embedded in the endoplasmic 
reticulum of the cell. Children living in Seveso showed 
increased urinary output of d-glucaric acid, an indirect 
measure of hepatic microsomal enzyme activity. TCDD is an 
extraordinary inducer of such enzymes: estimated to be 
30,000 times more powerful at induction than 
3-methylcholanthrene, a prototypical enzyme inducer. In 
several other instances elevated levels of liver enzymes 
have been discovered (1). 
Neuropsychological effects following exposure to TCDD 
are well recognized. Victims of industrial accidents have 
reported fatigue, headaches, weakness, and pain (especially 
in the extremities), sexual dysfunction, loss of appetite, 
and irritability. Diminished sensory complaints, including 
taste, auditory acuity, as well as a decreased sense of 
have been noted by researchers (1). 
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Following the Seveso accident, neurological studies 
were conducted. Some people located in the area of highest 
TCDD contamination were found to have neuronal damage. This 
took the form of reduced nerve conduction velocity. 
Significantly, those with chloracne or increased serum 
hepatic enzymes also exhibited a higher prevalence of 
altered nerve conduction velocity (1). Reggiani (11) did 
not find this to be the case . When inhabitants of Seveso 
were compared with a nearby, nonexposed population, the same 
range of motor conduction velocities were shown to exist in 
both groups. In another accident, however, abnormal sensory 
and motor conduction velocities were found in 22% of cases. 
Among al l animal species studied, TCDD has produced a 
loss of lymphoid tissue, especially in the thymus (32), the 
so-called "master gland of the immune system." This occurs 
in acute and subacute doses. Thymus weight appears to be a 
very sensitive indicator of TCDD exposure. Doses which had 
no effect on the weight of rats, mice, and guinea pigs 
decreased thymic weight. Horses exposed to TCDD-
contaminated oil at a Times Beach, Missouri, ranch were 
found to have spleens only one -third normal size, as well as 
small and inactive lymph nodes (1). The developing immune 
system (pre- and post-natal) is more severely effected than 
the mature immune system. 
Immunologic effects in humans following TCDD exposure 
been rare. Among \vorkers at the Ludwigshafen plant, 
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increased susceptibility to infection was noted. This ,.,,as 
not the case at Seveso. Observance of children did not 
appear to yield nore sickness, or severity of sickness, than 
norr.1al. Immunological tests proved normal. It will be 
recalled that Vietnam veterans complained of increased 
"infections" ( 1) . 
A wasting syndrome effects a ll species of animals, 
following an acute lethal dose (32). While wasting is not a 
lethal problem _(death is not caused by weight l oss) , weight 
loss of up to 50% has been reported. As of 1984, the 
mechanism of toxic action of TCDD was still unknown (33). 
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) recommends that TCDD be treated as a 
potential occupational carcinogen. This decisio n is based 
on "reliable studies demonstrating TCDD carcinogenicity in 
rats and mice" (42) The agency cites several l ong-term, 
low-dose (~g level) studies of rats and mice which produced 
a wide variety of tumors; many of which were liver cancers 
( 8) • 
In the case of the 1976 accident at Seveso, when a 
trichlorophenol (TCP) plant exploded, a notable increase in 
mortality from liver cirrhosis and l eukemia occurred (10). 
In another study, ten years following an accident at a 
British TCP plant, seventy-nine workers who had developed 
Chloracne were surveyed. No deaths from cancer had occurred 
in the ensuing ten years (38). 
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Reggiani (11) reported an increased prevalence of soft 
tissue sarcomas and lymphomas. This was related to 
increased occupational exposure to phenoxy acids, and thus, 
the TCDD contaminant. A Finnish study of forestry and 
railroad workers, who had used the same herbicides, found 
neither sarcomas nor lymphomas increased. The level of TCDD 
contamination to the Finnish workers was low, approximately 
0.1-0 . 95 ppm. Working with dermal exposure figures from 
studies conducted in the United States and Sweden, Reggiani 
calculated the Finnish workers would have absorbed 
0.000008 ~g/kg/day. This represents a safety level of 500, 
if the oncogenic no-effect-level (NOEL) of 0.001 ~g/kg/day 
of TCDD is accepted. The EPA has established the threshold 
linit value (TLV) in the manufacture of 2,4,5-T as 7 mg/kg, 
meaning a potential exposure of 0.0007 ~g/kg of TCDD. This 
is figured using a 7-8 hour day, forty hours per week 
cumulative oral, dernal, and inhalation exposure. Young 
(15) described four cases of cancer among Finnish workers 
who sprayed 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, when only two were expected 
in the age cohort exposed. 
The question arises whether the increased lymphomas 
found in the Swedish workers may have resulted from 
immunosuppression. Previous reference was made to the 
effects of TCDD in animal experiments . This included a 
general loss of lymphoid tissue. Compromised immunity is 
the strongest risk factor for development of lymphomas (1). 
Working with TCDD, the National Toxicology Program 
found mice had hepatocellular tumors, thyroid tumors, and 
fibrosarcomas of the integument. TCDD is thought to be a 
potent promoter of liver cancer (1). Van (43) implicated 
the TCDD contaminant of Agent Orange as the presumptive 
cause of liver cancer in an admittedly small population of 
Vietnamese he studied. 
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Dwyer and Epstein (44) gently criticized Van for small 
sample size, possible sampling bias, ·and lack of clear 
discrimination between exposure to phenoxy herbicides and 
other possible confounding variables, e.g., hepatitis B 
virus, aflatoxin, and certain parasites. They strongly 
suggest that further international attention is warranted. 
Suskind and Hertzberg (41), in a 1979 follow-up on the 
1949 Nitro, West Virginia, 2,4,5-T accident, found no liver 
cancer. 
The International Agency for Research on Cance r (45), 
covering chlorinated dibenzodioxins, reported on the work of 
Jirasek following a factory accident in Czechoslavakia. The 
plant produced 2,4,5-T and pentachlorophenol. Worke rs were 
exposed to an unknown amount of TCDD. Jirasek reported four 
deaths in the 5-6 years of the study. Two deaths were due 
to bronchogenic carcinoma. The IARC was careful not to draw 
any conclusions, but cited World Health Organization (WHO) 
figures which would anticipate fewer lung cancer deaths in 
Czechoslavakia. No smoking histories were 
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available. 
Weisburger and Williams (46) described TCDD as a 
powerful carcinogen . Kociba's work with rats fed 
0.1 ~g/kg/day was describe~ as inducing squamous cancer in 
the respiratory tract and the oral cavity, and liver cancer 
in female rats. 
The IARC v1rote in its 1977 Monograph, "No evaluation 
of the carcinogenicity of chlorinated dibenzodioxins can be 
made on the basis of the available data." By 1982 , the 
IARC, follmving a review of all carcinogenicity studies 
involving rats and mice, declared TCDD a carcinogen (33, 
4 7) • 
Teratogenic effects of TCDD are well accepted in animal 
models (48). Harbison not only described TCDD as a 
teratogen and carcinogen , but also a potent mutagen. 
Whether teratogenic effects operate through the male , as 
many veterans claim, is still an open question. Can, et al 
(29), reporting for a reproductive epidemiology working 
group at an international symposium on t he effects of 
"\ 
herbicide use in Vietnam, stated : 
The vvorking Group accepts vli thout dissent the 
animal evidence proving the teratogenicity (causing 
birth defe cts) of dioxin when administered to females, 
but remains unaware of any acceptable evidence of the 
transmission o f this toxicity through the male. 
While acknow l edging weaknesses in studies reported to 
the reproductive working group at the symposium, mention was 
made of one Vietnamese study . Two cohorts of Vietnamese 
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women were examined for the outcome of their pregnancy. 
The study compared the pregnancy outcome of North Vietnamese 
women whose husbands had not fought in the south during the 
Vietnam War (who were therefore unexposed to herbicides), 
with women whose husbands had been south during the war 
(potential exposure). Results indicate that the wives of 
men who had served in the south were slightly more likely to 
experience a spontaneous abortion than the northern cohort. 
Full-term pregnancies showed a somewhat greater likelihood 
of resulting in congenital malformations among the south-
north couples than among the north-north couples. Cleft 
palate was a prevalent malformation. 
Toxic effects upon women leading to potential 
reproductive consequences are accepted as much more likely 
than male reproductive effects. Women are born with all of 
the ova they will ever produce, thus there is the 
possibility of toxic action on those germ cells (24). 
r1olar pregnancies, where a hydatidiform mole develops 
in lieu of a fetus, have been investigated by several 
Vietnamese researchers. While the evidence of an 
association with female exposure is suggestive (24), more 
rigorous work on any connection between the two is needed. 
A case-control study of Vietnam veterans' risks of 
fathering a baby with birth defects was carried out by the 
Chronic Diseases Division of the CDC. In general, they 
found no difference between veterans and others studied. 
Exceptions included: spina bifida, cleft lip, and "other 
neoplasms" (such as, neuroblastomas, lipomas, central 
nervous system tumors, Wilms tumor, and other benign 
tumors). Veterans who had children effected by the above 
defects had higher "exposure opportunity index (EOI)" 
ratings (33, 49). 
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I n the occupationa l setting, following the 
Czechoslavakian plant accident, the wives of workers were 
queried. The rate of spontaneous abortion appeared norma l. 
At Seveso, no increases in congenital malformations or 
developmental abnormalities were noted . . Unfortunately, no 
baseline data on miscarriages were available. In addition , 
abortions were offered to women who elected to end their 
pregnancy. The wives of Dow Chemical employees, exposed to 
dioxins (including TCDD) at work , showed no statistically 
significant untoward pregnancy outcomes (1). In a case-
control format, Donovan, et al (28) , studying Vietnam 
veterans from Australia, found no connection between 
Vietnam service and congenital anomalies. Pearn (SO) 
reviewed the literature with regard to teratogenesis via 
toxic insult on the male . Several substances are 
recognized as capable of causing male-mediated fetal 
effects. Several citations in the Pearn article related 
to TCDD. No malformations were reported, although reduced 
birth weight and litter size were recorded in one study . 
Long-term dietary treatment of rhesus monkeys 
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resulted in reduced spe r matogenes i s and histologica l change 
in testicu l ar tissue. 
Epstein (7) , while reinfor cing the difficulty of 
identifying teratogenic agents from other human exposures , 
described the 2,4,5- T/TCDD exposure of New Zealand sprayers 
as having a statistically significant association with the 
inc i dence of club foot . 
In a re- examination program of the Nitro , West 
Virginia, work~rs exposed t o TC DD followin g an accident 
at a 2 , 4 , 5- T plant , Suskind (41) found no difference between 
exposed and not exposed cohorts in regards to b i rth defects. 
Study participants we r e asked t o r eport abou t b i rth defects 
to the staff of the study. 
The mutagenicity of TCDD is still under clos e scrutiny . 
TCDD has been shown to be mutagenic (15) in several strains 
of Sa l monella (TA 1532) . In another strain , TA 1537 , it was 
no t . Some evidence of chromosomal aberra tio"ns has been 
found in rat bone marrow (42) at the microgram level and 
be l ow . 
Teresa Jean Fry , a graduate student at San Jose State 
. 
University in the mid- 1970's , studied the mutagenic 
potential of 2 , 4,5 - T in Drosophila (51) . The presence of 
TCDD was not confirmed . She concluded that a high 
c oncentr ation of 2 , 4 , 5- T , when fed to CantonS Drosophila 
males , could produce recessive , lethal 
chromosome t wo. If present , TCDD would no t 
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have been in excess of 0.002 ppm . 
In severa l mammalian cell tests TCDD was found t o be 
mutagenic . In others it was found not t o be a mutagen. 
Following a single adminis tration of TCDD t o laboratory rats 
no chromosoma l aberrations were recorded. However, with 
chronic doses chromosomal changes were shown t o occur . 
Trung and Dieu (52) studied peripheral white blood 
cells of inhabitants i n two areas of southern Vi etnam. They 
were separated into two groups , depending upon exposure to 
herbicides . Those who were free of disease and not using 
drugs capable of possibly causing c hromosoma l aberrations 
were chosen to participate. Results showed increased 
numbers of numerical and structural aberrations of 
chromosomes among more of the exposed than unexposed 
population. 
There is a wide range of toxi c ity leve l s t o TCDD 
necessary to cause death in laboratory animals (33 , 42 ) , 
which has not been satisfactorily exp l ained. Depending on 
the animal, sing le or multiple doses (pg l eve l) can l ead to 
increased liver weight and f at accumu l a tion , atrophy of the 
thymus , a nd tis s ue changes in the liver and thymus . The 
guinea pig is possibly the most sensitive animal to TCDD . 
The LD50 , via a single , oral dose , is in the range of 
0 . 6 ~g/kg. In rabbits the LD 50 is 115 ~g/kg . 
Minute doses (in parts per trillio n), when f ed t o 
monkeys over a period o f t i me, produce reproductive problems 
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and death (7). In nearly similar doses over time, rats fed 
TCDD suffer cardiovascular changes. 
Two other chemical mixtures used in Vietnam deserve 
mention, if for no other reason than they are generally 
ignored in favor of TCDD. These two chemicals were named 
Agent White and Agent Blue. 
Agent White, used almost exclusively as a defoliant, 
utilized picloram as its _active ingredient. White was the 
second most widely used herbicide in Vietnam. The National 
Academy of Sciences (13) reported that the acute oral 
toxicity for mammals was low. Studies of chronic toxicity 
showed the difficulty of producing pathological tissue 
change, according to the NAS. Young (15) cited his previous 
work to classify the "relative toxicity" of picloram as very 
low. Combining picloram with 2,4-D (as in Agent White) or 
2,4,5-T boosts toxicity somewhat (13). According to Epstein 
(26), more recent re-evaluation by Reuber of histological 
material from an earlier study, indicates that picloram is 
"highly carcinogenic" in mice and rats. Testicular atrophy 
in rats and mice was noted, as well. The NAS reported no 
toxicity studies in humans. 
Agent Blue proved useful in crop destruction due to the 
desiccation action of its principal ingredient. Blue was a 
mixture of sodium cacodylate and cacodylic acid (both 
arsenical compounds), in addition to a surfactant, salt, 
Water, and an antifoam agent . Its toxicity is described as 
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moderate (13, 26). According to Epstein , cacody l ic acid is 
not known to be carcinogenic, mutagenic , or teratogenic . 
Evans (53), howeve r, raises the specter of cancer due to the 
known carcinogeni c properties of arsenical compounds , in 
addition to p ossibilities of chromosomal damage. Evans 
further points to difficulties of water solubi l ity leading 
to formation of breakdown products such as arsenates and 
arsine gas ; thus leading to toxic prob l ems. 
,, 
Chapter 3 
MATERIALS AND HETHODS 
An information questionnaire was obtained and modified 
from the law offices of Phillip Brown in San Francisco, a 
firm involved in Agent Orange litigation. Revisions f o r t he 
current study included, for example, information about 
tour(s) of duty, branch of service, diagnosis and treatment 
for se lected tropical diseases, choices of current work 
(agricultural or forestry work) , physical / mental health of 
children (pre- and post-Vietnam), adult acne and occurrence 
(before, during, and after service in Vietnam), place of 
occurrence of acne on the body , knowledge of specific 
herbicide to which respondents may have been exposed, to 
name a few. Revisions included an easier-to-answer format 
which permitted computer compilation of data, as well as 
faster completion capability by the respondents. 
Initially, 125 English versions (Appendix B) were 
printed. It became clear that more would be needed. After 
the initial run additional copies were printed as required. 
These were provided to several "Vietnam Veterans Outreach 
Centers." It was felt that the outreach centers might 
attract a cross section of veterans despite the fact that 
these centers are financed by the Veterans Administration 
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(VA), and many Vietnam veterans are angered by the VA's 
response to their needs. The outreach centers are funded 
specifically with the needs of the Vietnam veteran in mind . 
Their purpose is outreach to this population of veterans, in 
addition to counseling related to problems of re-adjustment. 
When it became clear that questionnaires were not being 
returned in a timely manner, two actions were taken. First, 
a $5.00 inducement was offered, upon receipt of a completed 
questionnai~e . . Second, acquaintances of the author were 
contacted to extend questionnaire dissemination to Vietnam 
and Vietnam-era veterans. Since the purpose of this study 
was to produce a viable questionnaire for future use, the 
biases of money inducement and use of acquaintances of 
friends of the author were not felt to be overly biasing to 
the whole sample. The percentage of these questionnaires 
was small compared to overall response. 
All questionnaires were self-administered. Two 
veterans centers (one in San Jose, the other in Concord, 
California) agreed to distribute the questionnaire to their 
regular clients and drop-ins. A poster was prepared for 
each center explaining the investigation. 
The Concord Veterans Outreach Center received 
approximately forty questionnaires in early August, 1985. 
In late August, 1985, the San Jose Veterans Center received 
approximately sixty questionnaires because of the larger 
Size of the potential population served and its proximity. 
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The cooperation of the veterans center at DeAnza 
College in Cupertino, California, also was enlisted. A 
poster was prepared and eight questionnaires were left for 
distribution to interested veterans. 
Two other advocacy groups serving Vietnam and Vietnam-
era veterans were contacted. One was the Veterans 
Assistance Center, with offices in Hayward and Berkeley, 
California. The second was the Vietnam Combat Veterans, 
Ltd., of San Jose. Questionnaires were supplied to both 
groups. Approximately ten were distributed to veterans at a 
Vietnam Combat Veterans , Ltd., meeting . 
During the design phase of the study, the author spoke 
with veterans and noted in the literature that a high 
percentage of Vietnam veterans were imprisoned. Yager, 
et al (54), found veterans with more combat exposure were 
arrested, and convicted, in greater numbers than veterans 
who saw less combat. Investigating the possibility of 
having incarcerated veterans take the questionnaire resulted 
from the frequent mention of neuropathies following 
exposure to TCDD in the literature (11, 26, 38, 40, 53, 55). 
A question arose about exposure to Agent Orange (or other 
herbicides) and later imprisonment: could "anti-social 
behavior" and imprisonment be related to possible 
neurological damage , possibly the result of individual 
difference in ability to metabo lize and excrete TCDD? 
After speaking with officials at the Correctional 
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Training Facility at Soledad, during June, 1985, the author 
\~as told to write to Mr. Robert Dickover at the Department 
of Corrections in Sacramento. Mr. Dickover is a research 
program specialist and a graduate of San Jose State 
University. Following several months of exchanging letters 
and phone calls, the author met with Mr. Dickover in early 
November, 1985. He had said previously that the 
questionnaire was satisfactory to his office. A consent 
form (Appendix C) which had been prepared with his name and 
office telephone number met state research requirements. A 
question arose about approval of the proposed prison project 
through the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects 
in the Office of Sponsored Programs at San Jose State 
University. 
Ms. Natalie Harding, a proposal processor in the Office 
of Sponsored Programs, was approached about procedures 
required for approval from the committee. A letter of 
explanation (Appendix D) was appended to a questionnaire and 
consent form, and left for "human subjects research 
processing." Two of three committee members signed off 
"approved with risk." The third member indicated "approved 
With minimal risk." 
Approval of the Committee for the Protection of Human 
Subjects was received. Mr. Dave Selvy, an assistant 
Classification and parole representative, was contacted at 
the Correctional Training Facility. Mr. Selvy and Mr. Don 
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Chesterman, who also works at Soledad, arranged to place 
"information spots" on the cable television system at 
Soledad. The spots solicited the participation of Vietnam 
veterans at the Correctional Training Facility at Soledad. 
Eleven inmates eventually agreed to talk with the author and 
to take the questionnaire. The questionnaire was 
administered to ten inmates in March, 1986. The appointment 
with the eleventh inmate had to be cancelled due to time 
constraints. Security considerations at the facility were 
tightly controlled: it took all afternoon and part of an 
evening to meet ten of the eleven who agreed to participate. 
The $5.00 inducement was offered to all Vietnam and 
Vietnam-era veterans following receipt of a completed 
questionnaire. A small number of veterans refused to accept 
the inducement. Veterans at Soledad were not allowed to be 
paid, despite the efforts of the author to see that some 
compensation was made. 
Minor changes in questions and choices were made where 
necessary for Vietnamese respondents. Questions were 
changed only to fit the context of a person of Vietnamese 
origin. A Vietnamese translation (Appendix E) was prepared 
from a final English version. English versions of the final 
Vietnamese translation were made available for Vietnamese 
Wishing to double check the intent of questions. To allow 
for direct comparison of responses in the computer, 
questions asked of Vietnamese were identical in order and 
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subject as those asked of veterans. The questionnaire was 
administered to Vietnamese living in Vietnam during the 
period when the herbicide spray program was carried out by 
American forces (1965 to 1971). Sixty thousand Vietnamese 
have settled in the southern San Francisco Bay Area since 
the end of American involvement in 1975. They had been 
residents in many parts of Vietnam. Many from the north of 
Vietnam also have come on the Orderly Departure Program 
(ODP) . 
The cooperation of the Indochinese Training and 
Employment Center (ITEC) was gained. ITEC operates an 
English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL) school (not just for 
Indochinese) near the San Jose State University campus. 
Dr. James Freeman, a professor of Anthropo logy at San Jose 
State, suggested that the author make contact with 
Dr. Nguyen Van Canh. Initial contact was made with 
Dr. Canh, ITEC's director, during the early sumner of 1985. 
Eventually, after leaving several messages, an interview was 
arranged in July. Dr. Canh was enthused about having his 
students participate as an exercise. It was made clear, 
however, how extraordinarily political the use of herbicides 
had become to some members of the local Vietnamese 
community. 
Dr . Canh suggested contact be made with Mr. Ron 
Greenman, the ESL school director. Mr. Greenman was a 
Vietnam veteran and was interested in the study. Upon 
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completion and printing of the Vietnamese questionnaire, ·a 
date of February 18, 1986, was set as the day the 
questionnaire would be administered. Prior to distribution, 
the Vietnamese questionnaire was checked against the English 
version with changes made only to insure clarity and control 
of bias in the e valuation procedures. Additionally, it was 
felt that Vietnamese taking the questionnaire in their 
native language would reduce bias in answering. Mistakes of 
dialect and accent markings were corrected by Vietnamese 
friends of the author. 
Since classes occurred throughout the day, the author 
was required to spend the whole day at the school. Some of 
the accessed Vietnamese population were closely age-matched 
to the veteran population , . according to demographic 
information supplied by ITEC before February 18. It was 
assumed that those who had lived in large cities in South 
Vietnam would have a history of non-exposure to herbicides, 
and therefore could serve as a control population to those 
who had lived in the countryside. 
Six different classes throughout the day were 
administered the questionnaire . Age differences in classes 
varied greatly. Many of the younger students were perhaps 
too young to remember much about the war. Many had just 
recently immigrated. 
A reasonable feeling of trust was established through 
the use of a cover letter (Appendix F) signed by a number 
of respected Vietnamese. In addition to the cover letter, 
an introduction was added to the consent form of the 
Vietnamese version. 
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Numerous contacts were generated within the Vietnamese 
comnunity. By contact over the telephone and in person, 
considerable time was spent in gaining the trust and 
confidence of members of this group. Eventually, some who 
were best known were asked to vouch for the good will of the 
author. Gaining the confidence and trust of this comnunity 
were inportant to the author, and, they worked well in the 
collection phase of data for this study. 
The ''Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(SPSS90t" was used for data analysis. Four separate data 
files were established using Xedit , a line editor within 
the CYBER system at San Jose State University. 
Chapter 4 
RESULTS 
A summary of questionnaire results appears in Appendices 
B and E. Questions which were essentially similar for 
American and Vietnamese respondents are located o n the 
questionnaire .found in 1\ppendix B. Questions which bear 
more directly on Vietnamese respondents will be found in 
Appendix E. 
Questionnaires we re given to four distinct c ohorts in 
this pilot study. Eighty-eight questionnaires were 
returned. They were: Vietnam veterans (n=35), Vietnamese 
(n=33), control veterans (n=ll), and Vietnam veterans at the 
Correctional Training Facility at Soledad (n=9). 
Nine completed questionnaires were r e turned from the 
San Jose Veterans Outreach Center. The Concord Center 
returned seventeen completed questionnaires. Ultimately, 
only two completed ques tionnaires were returned from the 
DeAnza College Veterans Center. No questionnaires were 
returned from the Vietnam Combat Veterans, Ltd., of San 
Jose. The Veterans Assistance Center re t urned approximately 
twenty of twenty-five questionna ires. 
Analysis of demographic data for the cohorts showed 
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that the age breakdown was as follows: six were 25-29 years 
old, nineteen were 30-34 years old, thirty-seven were 
35-39 years old, eight were 40-44 years old, and seven were 
forty-five years or older. Eleven did not report their age. 
Breakdown as to sex was as follows: seventy-four were 
males and eleven were females. Three respondents did not 
report their sex. 
Due to time, computer, and variable constraints, the 
author decided to see if the data gathered could be used to 
confirm the most well-accepted symptoms related to TCDD 
exposure, such as, chloracne, neuropsychological effects 
(depression, personality change, for example) , change in 
sexual drive, hirsutism, and others. 
Chloracne, described in the questionnaire as an 
acne-like skin outbreak, is the most consistent clinical 
marker of exposure to TCDD. All cohorts combined broke 
down into the following chloracne groups: thirty-one 
reported they had chloracne at one or more of seven 
positions on their body, forty-six reported they had no 
chloracne anywhere, one reported chloracne before service in 
Vietnan, and ten gave inconsistent responses or did not 
answer. 
Seven of seventy-seven responses reported chloracne 
under their eyes. Ten gave responses which were 
inconsistent or did not answer. The most common position at 
Which chloracne is found is under the eyes (malar crescent) . 
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Eight of seventy-eight responses reported they had at 
some point had chloracne behind their ears. Ten gave 
inconsistent answers or did not respond. Thirteen responded 
that during or after their presence in Vietnam, they 
developed chloracne on the neck. Lack of neck involvement 
was reported by sixty-five, with ten giving an inconsistent 
or no answer. Twenty-one reported chloracne on their trunk, 
fifty-seven responded negatively, and ten were inconsistent 
or did not answer. Ten reported chloracne on their arms, 
thirteen stated their legs had been effected, whi l e on ly 
three claimed to have had chloracne on their feet. Sixty-
eight claimed they had not had chloracne on their arms, 
sixty-five said their legs had not been effected, and 
seventy-five responded that their feet had never developed 
signs of chloracne. Ten respondents gave inconsistent 
or no answers to questions of chloracne on their feet 
and legs, whi l e only nine were inconsistent/no answer 
when asked about chloracne on their arms. Table 1 on the 
following page represents a breakdown of position of 
chloracne by cohort. 
Skin color change is not recognized as a clinical 
marker as is ch l oracne. It was thought that a listing of 
the frequency of skin color might prove helpful. The 
results were as follows: eighteen descr ibed a nondescript 
Table 1 
Occurrence of Chloracne by Position on the Body 
Occurrence * eyes ears neck trunk arms legs 
y 2 - 1 3 2 4 
Soledad IN 6 8 7 5 6 4 
? 1 1 1 1 1 1 
y 
- 1 1 1 - -
Control IN 10 9 9 9 10 10 
? 1 1 1 1 1 1 
y 5 7 10 15 7 8 
Vietnam N 27 25 22 17 25 24 
veterans a ? 3 3 3 3 3 -
y 
- - 1 2 1 1 
Vietnamese IN 28 28 27 26 27 27 
? 5 5 5 5 5 5 
a=one reported chloracne before service in Vietnam 
*Y=yes 
N=no 
?=inconsistent, not answered 
feet 
2 
6 
1 
-
10 
1 
1 
31 
3 
-
28 
5 
TOTALS 
6 
2 
1 
2 
9 
20 
11 
3 
3 
24 
6 
J:. 
J:. 
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skin color change during or after presence in Vietnam, 
forty- seven reported no such change, twenty respondents gave 
no answer or an inconsistent answer, and for three 
respondents an answer could not be determined. Eight of 
those who described a skin color change indicated it was 
darker, while nine indicated it was a change to a lighter 
color. 
Hirsutism (excessive hair growth) is an occasional 
symptom of TCDD exposure. Two respondents reported an 
increase in the amount of hair during or after presence in 
Vietnam, sixteen said hair growth had not occurred, and 
seventy did not answer or gave an inconsistent answer. 
Sixteen answered that they had experienced a decrease in 
hair, while two said a decrease in amount of hair had not 
occurred, and seventy respondents failed to answer or gave 
an inconsistent answer. 
A lighter hair color change occurred to four 
respondents during or after presence in Vietnam, while four 
others indicated a change to darker hair color. Fourteen 
indicated no change in hair color (lighter or darker), and 
seventy did not answer or answered in an inconsistent manner 
about lighter or darker hair. 
The liver is thought to be the target organ in several 
laboratory species. This prompted a request for the 
frequency of the development of liver disease during or 
after presence in Vietnam. Eleven respondents answered that 
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liver prob lems were present. Fifty-five indicated they had 
no known liver problem, and twenty-two failed to answer. 
When queried about a diagnosis of benign or fatty 
tumors, or cysts , sixteen answered positively. Forty others 
indicated they had no benign or fatty tumors or cysts while 
thirty-two failed t o answer. 
Neuropsychological manifestations are seen in some 
cases of TCDD exposure. Forty-three of the eighty- eight 
respondents _inqicated regular episodes of depression. 
Twenty- two respondents answered negatively, and twenty-
three did not answer. Regular periods of rage were 
encountered by thirty-three respondents , thirty-two stated 
they suffered no regular occurrences of rage, and twe nty-
three did not answer. Forty-eight of the eighty- eight 
respondents indicated increased anxiety l eve ls. Anxiety did 
not occur on a r egular basis t o seventeen respondents, 
while twenty- three did not answer. An undefined 
irritability pattern was reported by forty-two r espondents , 
which did not afflict twenty-three of the others, or twenty-
three who did not answer the question. 
When asked t o indicate other emotional states 
encountered, eight indicated that such problems did occur . 
Fifty-seven reported no such problems, while twenty-three 
did not answer the question . 
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Fifty-three positive responses were elicited for a 
question inquiring about personality change, noticed by the 
respondent himself/herself or others. Of the remaining 
respondents, twenty-six suffered no noticable personality 
change, and nine did not answer. 
A variable designed to test for respondents• "degree of 
anger" resulted in the following: fifteen reported no rage 
but irritability, six indicated irritability but no rage, 
and twenty-seven indicated both rage and irritability. The 
remaining forty did not answer or the answer was not 
compatible to computer analysis. 
Two additional questions were asked of veterans in 
Soledad. The only question relevant to their involvement in 
this study was: Were you ever incarcerated before going to 
Vietnam? Four answered yes, four answered no, and one did 
not answer. 
Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this study was to produce a non-biased 
questionnaire for future use. Equally i mportant, as a 
result of this pilot study, was a culling out of questions 
which did not produce useful results upon analysis. 
It was, largely, a success. The author worked 
diligently to establish two-way communication with all 
population segments involved to insure that the pilot study 
would be a success. This included a series of reviews and 
evaluations of the questionnaires (Appendices B and E) . 
Such evaluations led to the development of a better designed 
questionnaire. Discussions before, during, and after 
administration of the questionnaire have led to many 
constructive ideas about how to make the next study much 
more fruitful. 
It became obvious that collecting questionnaire data by 
interviews would further decrease bias. Primary among the 
reasons to reject questionnaires in any future effort were 
the number of respondents who did not answer many of the 
questions; meaning a loss of valuable data. 
In part, this was a failure of the questionnaire 
format. To a larger extent, at least for the Vietnamese 
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involved, it was the failure to understand a culture. 
Vietnamese cultural attitudes certainly affected, in unknown 
ways, the responses of those who took the questionnaire. 
Several Vietnamese acquaintances of the author explained 
that questionnai r es have not been used to gather information 
in Vietnam. Conversations with a medical anthropo logist who 
had worked with Vietnamese made it clear that interviews 
would have been better accepted . 
Translation considerations may have slightly biased the 
responses. Certain English words were not easily translated 
into Vietnamese , and with the injection of written dialect 
differences , may have contributed to some misunders~andings. 
Most students at ITEC were from Saigon (Ho Chi Minh 
City) or other large cities of Vietnam. They were, most 
likely, unexposed to sprayed herbicides, although 
potentially exposed via drinking water or by having eaten 
fish and other contaminated foods . Peasants from outlying 
villages, generally l ess educated, would not have been 
allowed to immigrate. Generally speaking, those with money, 
education and/or professiona l training or connections, could 
immigrate. 
The author was often told that the questionnaire was 
too long, both by Vietnamese and Americans . It was 
suggested that questions r e lat ing . to Vietnamese 
respondents' sexual problems would not be answered, due 
to cultural considerations . On several occasions it was 
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mentioned to the author that sexual matters were kept 
strictly to oneself. 
A better method of locating Vietnamese by place of 
residence, in Vietnam, was clearly needed. It was suggested 
that at least three identifying locations be used, to 
include: the village name, county name, and city name (a 
city may be larger than a county). 
A purposeful ignorance may have been maintained in 
Vietnam about the use of chemicals. The AAAS study group 
was unsuccessful in gathering much information which would 
have made their tour of South Vietnam much more informative 
(27). Whether purposeful or not, the Vietnamese people were 
often just told that the chemicals would kill plants. 
As previously mentioned, an introduction was added to 
the consent form of the Vietnamese version (Appendix F) 
since it was suggested that many Vietnamese might not know 
anything about the use of herbicidal chemicals. This was 
done on the suggestion of several Vietnamese to whom the 
author talked. These advisors urged that this ignorance 
might range from not knowing that herbicidal chemicals were 
used at all, to knowledge of how, when, where, and for what 
purpose such chemicals were used. An additional suggestion 
was made to specifically address the issue of the absence of 
governmental involvement or sponsorship of this research. 
Some Vietnamese who served as cultural advisors suggested 
that 1' t be made clear that k ' h · · d ta 1ng t e quest1onna1re woul 
not result in any remuneration for harmful effects 
(perceived or real) suffered as a result of herbicide 
exposure. 
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It was a fault not to know who the Vietnamese 
population was beforehand. Many were too young (below 
twenty-five), and most were very new to this country. Many 
may have been suspicious of the author's motives on the 
topic. Coming from Vietnam, they would tend to be 
suspicious of authority figures, or those they perceived as 
in authority. 
For many Vietnamese who had supported the U.S. during 
the war, the use of herbicides was a very delicate political 
issue; one which they did not wish to delve into. The very 
political nature of the whole war among some Vietnamese was 
made very clear. 
A Vietnamese friend of the author volunteered to come 
to the afternoon classes at ITEC to assist . Whether this 
bore fruit in terms of building confidence in the 
investigator among the Vietnamese respondents is unknown. 
Cultural issues relating to the questionnaire were 
educational experiences for the author. One such example 
relates to birth defects. Retrospective studies of birth 
defects among Vietnamese, using figures from Vietnam, are 
bound to be somewhat flawed. The birth of a deformed child 
in Vietnam represents a lose of face (13). It can be 
expected that no accurate, baseline, birth defects figures 
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will come from Vietnamese hospitals, nor will defects be 
self-reported. 
The basic inability of an investigator to assign causal 
status to the many possible causes of the problems of 
Vietnam veterans and Vietnamese is well documented. For 
example, CDC (1) states: 
The underlying problem is that the use of 
herbicide was not equally distributed in Vietnam. 
Areas where it was heavily used were generally 
combat areas and differed in terrain and flora 
from those areas where it was little used. These 
areas roay · also have differed in other important 
respects, such as, indigenous diseases, level of 
combat intensity, and type of personnel deployed. 
The National Research Council (NRC) had already listed 
some of the variables complicating the cause and effect 
formula in 1982. They wrote: 
A partial list includes exposure to insect 
repellents, insecticides, water purification 
chemicals, antimalarial drugs, petroleum distillates 
including napalm, weapons residues, chemical weapons, 
beverage alcohol, illegal narcotics, liquid 
hexachlorophene soaps, immunizations, food 
contaminants, dioxin-containing pentachlorophenol 
(for wood preservation) and a variety of viral, 
bacterial, fungal and parasitic diseases and their 
therapies (56). 
An additional complicating factor for all 
investigations includes, "the discrepancy in the amount of 
herbicides shipped vs. amount used vs. HERBS tapes (official 
inventory of herbicide operations) figures" (13). The HERBS 
tapes did not include pre-August, 1965, missions, some 
helicopter missions, some herbicide flights which had to 
dump their loads, and some other minor uses of herbicides. 
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Investigations revealed that Agents Pink and Green, 
herbicides used prior to Agent Orange, contained up to 65.6 
ppm TCDD; approximately twice the level of TCDD discovered 
in samples of Agent Orange. Therefore, according to Young 
(15), approximately 39% of TCDD was sprayed before the HERBS 
tapes were established. 
An unknown amount of TCDD would have been 
photodegraded; a fairly well described process (15). The 
photodegradation process involves dechlorination of the TCDD 
molecule in ultravio let light, and possibly in its absence . 
Telephone communication with the Chronic Diseases 
section of CDC in Atlanta, Georgia, on April 21, 1986, 
confirmed that two of the three impo rtant studies, over 
which CDC has responsibility, are o n-going. These are the 
"Vietnam Experience" study and the "Selected Cancers" study. 
The other major effort, the "Agent Orange" study, has been 
put "on hold,'' according to Robe rt C. Diefenbach, a public 
hea lth adviso r t o the CDC's Agent Orange Projects (57). The 
proble m involves how to better assess exposure. This 
follows at l e ast two years of previous work on this study, 
and several years of VA e fforts. 
A study of women veterans has been suggested. It would 
assess medica l prob l ems women might demonstrate (see 
teratology discussion in "Lite rature Cited"). CDC has 
Prepared a draf t protocol for such a study and h as advised 
Congress tha t they are prepared t o move ahead (57). Such 
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studies could be correlated to completed studies on males to 
determine causal association of specific variables between 
the sexes. The study of women veterans awaits government 
funding, which points up another problem in getting to any 
causal factors--the vagaries of government funding. 
It was and is, perhaps, a mistake for any investigator 
to use chloracne as a clinically acceptable marker of 
exposure to TCDD, in the absence of known contact with the 
chemical. Hoffman, et al (58), reported the results of 
comprehensive medical exams during late 1984 and early 1985, 
on 154 Missourians exposed to TCDD-laden waste oil sprayed 
on roads for dust control in 1971. Study controls were 155 
unexposed local Missourians. No chloracne was reported 
among the exposed subjects. However, "Despite the lack of 
overt illness in exposed participants in this study, the 
results suggest that TCDD exerts effects in the absence of 
chloracne." 
This will prove to be a major complicating factor when 
analyzing past studies which depended on th~ presence of 
chloracne as the sole indication of TCDD exposure. 
Obviously, the conclusion of this CDC-sponsored 
investigation impacts on the results of the study at hand. 
Over the last few years, Arnold Schecter of the State 
University of New York Medical Center in Binghamton, has 
shed additional light and caused additional problems for 
researchers studying Vietnam veterans and Vietnamese to 
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discern TCDD-induced effects. 
In a study of the levels of chlorinated dibenzo-p-
dioxins in human adipose tissue and milk samples from 
Vietnamese (north and south), Schecter, et al (59) found no 
detectable TCDD in adipose tissue of nine patients from 
North Vietnam. Twelve of fifteen adipose samples from South 
Vietnam exhibited a mean of twenty-eight parts per million 
(ppm) . 
Weerasinghe (60), in association with Schecter and 
others, found levels of TCDD in most adipose tissue samples 
from Vietnam veterans (who sought medical assistance) and a 
group of control patients. The controls had no known 
exposure to TCDD-contaminated herbicides or other materials, 
but levels of TCDD between two and fourteen ppt were 
detected in both veterans and controls. 
Finally, Ryan (61), again in cooperation with Schecter 
and others, found TCDD (in ppt levels) in all fat samples 
from three deceased subjects. Lower levels of other 
chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (and furans) were found in all 
of ten different tissue types analyzed. Their findings 
suggest that the chlorinated dioxins and furans, "are being 
stored in the lipid and not undergoing rapid metabolism 
and elimination (61) ." 
The difficulty presented by these data to investigators 
is that there are no "control" populations available with 
~hich to compare Vietnam veterans. The only people found 
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with no detectable levels of TCDD are those living in the 
north of Vietnam. It is therefore clear that investigators 
must now turn their attention to studies of TCDD effects on 
Vietnam. Control populations, in the strictest sense, can 
not be found among the population of industrialized 
countries. 
Until an informed decision on the availability of 
control populations can be made, the individual investigator 
may wish to continue his or her studies. This is the case 
with the study at hand. Such studies may, in fact, help 
illuminate the control population dilemma. 
While the author acknowledges complaints about the 
length of the questionnaire, the difficulty of separating 
variable effects from herbicide effects is also recognized. 
The length of the questionnaire, possibly excessive, could 
not have been shortened and remained a useful tool. 
It was clear that some questions were not as helpful as 
others. For example, some responses were inconsistent with 
previous responses. This may have been a matter of 
definitions, confusion, or lack of information . It is 
possible that the advantages of interviews might have served 
to lessen, or eliminate, inconsistent answers. 
Some questions related to physical symptoms deserve 
more in-depth study . The physical (and mental) health of 
Pre- and post-Vietnam children deserves more research. The 
Position of chloracne on the body did not confirm past 
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research, but in consideration of the results given by 
Hoffman, this may not be too bothersome. Photosensitivity 
of the body appears to be an area which would benefit by 
further research. While many respondents answered "no " t o 
the presence of benign or fatty tumors or cysts , what 
appears to be an excessive number (given sample size) 
answered "yes." 
Answers to questions relating to the mental health of 
the respondents were startling. Both groups, Vietnam 
veterans and Vietnamese, appear to have major psychological 
difficulties. Responses confirm the results of two studies 
the author read. The first, the Asian Health Assessment 
Project of the Santa Clara County Health Department, found, 
"The Vietnamese group also showed very significantly 
increased proportions in need of mental health services ... " 
(62) . The second, by Lin, Carter, and Kl e inman, f ound 
depression among Vietnamese refugees to be very high (about 
fifty per cent). Illness of psychosomatic origin 
(somatization) was found to be, "one o f the most important 
clinical problems in Asian refugees ... may also reflec t a 
poor underlying psychological health status (63) ." 
The resu l ts of the two studies just presented are 
confirmed by the data gathered by the author and appear to 
re-inforce the need for further study of the psychological 
dimension . Future studies will be required to determine if 
these mental difficulties relate to herbicide exposure or 
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the migration experience. 
The United States owes it to the veterans of the 
Vietnam War, who served their country when asked, to 
re-establish relations with Vietnam and to initiate 
cooperative studies which may address, finally, the reasons 
Vietnam veterans have had the extreme difficulties in health 
and re-adjustment to civilian life. 
The United States also owes our largest group of new 
immigrants, the Vietnamese, those cooperative studies. Most 
Vietnamese were truly innocent victims of a vicious war. 
This investigator hopes to continue, in some capacity, 
to be of help in this matter. Whether this might entail 
future involvement in cooperation with the Centers for 
Disease Control, using the epidemiologic instrument just 
developed, remains to be seen. The author plans to maintain 
contact with the CDC. 
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TABLE 1.-MAJOR HERBICIDE MIXTURES USED IN VIETNAM 
Military Color Code or Trade Name" 
Pink 
Green 
Pink -Green mixture 
Dinoxol 
Trinoxol 
Purple 
Blue 
Orange 
Orange II 
White 
Composition (active ingredients) 
600Jo n-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
40% isobutyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
100% n-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
80% n-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
20% isobutyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
50% butyoxyethanol ester of 2,4-D 
50% butyoxyethanol ester of 2,4,5-T 
100% butyoxyethanol ester of 2,4,5-T 
50% n-butyl ester of 2,4-D 
30% n-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
20% isobutyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
100% sodium salt of cacodylic acid 
50% n-butyl ester of 2,4-D 
50% n-butyl ester of 2,4,5-T 
50% n-butyl ester of 2,4-D 
50% isooctyl ester of 2,4~5-T 
80% triisopropanolamine salt of 2,4-D 
20% triisopropanolamine salt of picloram 
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Source: The Committee on the Effects of Herbicides in Vietnam, National Research 
Council, The Effects of Herbicides in South Vietnam: Part A (Washington, D.C.: National 
Academy of Sciences, 1974), p 11-4; rprt , Review and Evaluation of ARPA " Defoliation" 
Program in South Vietnam [1962] , pp 31-32: rprt, Capt. Alvin L. Young, eta/, USAF Occupa-
tional and Environmental Health Laboratory, The Toxicology, Environmental Fate, and 
Human Risk of Herbicide Orange and Its Associated Dioxin, Oct. 78, p 1..:. 7 (hereafter cited as 
USAF OEHL Report). 
"Herbicide drums were identified by a four-inch-wide circular band of paint colored in 
correspondence with these color codes. 
TABLE 2.-HERBICIDE DISSEMINATED IN SOUTH VIETNAM JAN 1962-DEC 1964 
Military Gallons of Pounds Active 
Herbicide Formulation Ingredient 
Blue 5,200 10,000 
Green 8,208 66,980 
Pink 122,792 1,001,980 
Purple 145,000 1 '180,300 
Tmal 281,200 2,259,260 
Source: USAF OEHL Report, p 1-9. 
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3. ETHNIC ORIGIN: (l)Caucasian[37) (2)Black[5) (3)Hispanic 
L7] 
(4)Asian[O] (5)American Indian[4] (6)0ther~[~2~]~------~-----­
specify 
4. WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT OCCUPATION ? 
(2)Professional[ 15] (3)Technical [2] 
(l )Ski lled Labo r [8] 
(4)Agricultural/forestry 
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[0] 
(5)0ther~~~--~----------~--~~--~~~~~----~----~---­
specify (e . g., unemployed, in j ob training, homema ker , etc.) 
5. DID YOU SERVE IN THE MILITARY? (l)Yes[54] (2 )No [I] 
If NO, please go on to question fll, page 3 
6 . WHICH BRANCH OF THE SERVICE WERE YOU IN ? 
(2)Air Force [3] (3)Marines[8] (4)Navy [ 10] 
( 1 ) Army [ 34 ] 
(5)Civilian empl oyee (e.g., Red Cross, u.s.o., A. I.D., etc.l[O] 
7. DID YOU EVER SERVE IN VIETNAf.n (l)Yes[45) (2)No[ll) 
IF YES TO f7, PLEASE INDICATE DURING WHICH PERIODS YOU WERE 
IN VIETNAM . 
From __ rn_o_n_t-:-h-- year 
TO ---.,----
month year 
If you served a second tour of duty in Vietnam, please indicate 
when, below. 
From. _ _ --:--;----
month year 
TO ---.,----
month year 
DID YOU SERVE OUTSIDE THE U.S. (other than in Vietnam) FOR 
MORE THAN SIX (6) MONTHS? 
(l)Yes [ 24 ]( 2)No [25] (3)Not applicable[3] 
If YES where did you serve for the longest period of time? 
location 
Date ___ .,----
month 
TO 
month year year 
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10. TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE, WERE AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS (e.g., herbicides) 
USED IN THIS AREA? 
(l)Yes[25] {2)No [4] (3)Don't know[ IS] NA [9] 
If YES, do you know what agricultural chemicals were used, and 
for how long? 
chemical used length of use 
WERE YOU DIAGNOSED AS HAVING ANY OF THE FOLLOWING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
WHILE LIVING OR SERVING IN VIETNAM, AND DID YOU RECEIVE TREATMENT? 
[NOTE: these questions may require two (2) answers] 
DIAGNOSED? [NA] TREATED? YES NO [NA] YES NO 
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11. Intestinal worms (1l[ 10] !2l[53] [25] [7] [~31 (4) [ 12] 
12. Tuberculosis ( 1 l[ 3] (2)[56] [29] [77] (3) < 4 l [ II] 
13. Serum Hepatitis ( 1) (2) [0] (3) ( 4) 
. (Hepatitis Bl [5] [55] [29] [73] [3] [ 12] 
14 . Infectious Hepatitis ( 1) (2) (3) ( 4) 
(Hepatitis Al [ I] [58] [29] [77] [0] [ II] 
15. Amebic or bacterial 
dysentery ( 1) 
[ I I] (2( 49] [28] (3j [69] [5 ( 4) [ 14] 
16. Venereal Disease (1)[11](2)[48] [29] [69] (3 ) ( 4) [ 9] 
17. Malaria ( 1) (2) [ 10~ (3 ( 4) 
[I 3] [52] [23] [69] [9] [ 10] 
18. IF TREATMENT \'7AS RECEIVED FOR MALARIA, WAS DAPSONE GIVEN? 
(1)Yes[2] (2)No [ 10] (3)Don't know[ 13] NA [63] 
19. Other ___ ___,c-:---
specify 
( 3) ( 4) ( 1) (2) 
2 0. Other ___ ___,c-:---
specify 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) 
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENT: SINCE LEAVING VIETNAM, TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE, 
HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED ON A REGULAR 
21. Chemicals? 
22. Radiation? 
BASIS TO : 
(1)Yes [ 10] (2)No[40] (3)Don't know [28] NA [ 10] 
(1)Yes[4] (2)No [44] (3)Don't know[30] NA [ 10] 
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IF YOU ANSWERED NO TO NUMBERS 21 AND 22, GO ON TO f27. 
IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO EITHER OR BOTH OF THE ABOVE, PLEASE ANSWER 
NUMBERS 23 THROUGH 26. 
23. HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO CHEMICALS, AT A PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, 
WITHIN THE LAST YEAR? 
(1) Yes[ 9] (2)No[18] (3)Don't know[12] NA [49] 
24. HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO CHEMICALS, AT A PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, 
WITHIN THE LAST TWO (2) TO TEN (10) YEARS? 
(1)Yes[15] (2)No[11] ())Don't know[12] NA [50] 
25. HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO RADIATION (except dental or chest 
x-rays) WITHIN THE LAST YEAR? 
(1)Yes[6] (2)No(22] (3)Don't know[10] NA [SO] 
If YES, from what source and for how long were you exposed? 
26 . HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO RADIATION (except dental or chest 
x-rays) WITHIN THE LAST TWO (2) TO TEN (10) YEARS? 
(1)Yes[4] ( 2) No [ 2 2] ( 3 ) Don ' t know [ 15] NA [47] 
If ~. from what source and for how long were y ou exposed? 
OTHER EXPOSURES: 
27. HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO A CHEMICAL(S) IN THE LAST TEN (10) 
YEARS WHILE PRACTICING A HOBBY OR WHILE DOING OTHER ACTIVITIES 
AT HOME OR IN OTHER NON-OCCUPATIONAL SETTINGS (Please refer 
to attached list •A" )? 
(1)Yes[12] (2)No[36] (3)Don 't know[21] NA [ 19] 
If YES to 127, please list the three (3) most common chemical 
exposures in non-work settings during the last ten (10) years. 
chemical duration of exposure how often exposed 
chemical duration of exposure how often exposed 
chemical duration of exposure how often exposed 
-4-
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PERSONAL HABITS: 
28. HAVE YOU EVER USED TOBACCO PRODUCTS? ( 1) Yes[ 61] (2) No [26] NA [I] 
29. IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO f28, WHICH TOBACCO PRODUCTS WERE USED? 
(1)Cigarettes (2)Cigars (3)Pipe (4)Chewing tobacco 
[58] [9] [7] (4] (5) All of the above (6)0ther 
[ I] [0] (1)Yes[43] (2) No [42] NA [3] 30. DO YOU CURRENTLY USE TOBACCO PRODUCTS? 
If YES, how long have you used these products? ________________ _ 
31. IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO f30, HOW MUCH DO YOU USE? 
32. 
33. 
(1)Less than 1_ pack/day[30] (2)Between 2 -to 4 packs/day [ 12] 
(3)More than 4 packs/day[O] (4)1 to 3 pinches or pouches/day [I] 
(5)A cigar or pipeful/day[l] (6)More than a cigar or pipeful / daY[2] 
DO YOU DRINK BEER? (l)Yes [46] (2)No[38] NA [4] 
IF YES TO 1132, HOW MUCH BEER DO YOU DRINK? 
( 1) Less than 6 cans or bottles / day [40] 
(2)6 t o 12 cans or bottles / day [4] NA [43] 
(3)More than 12 cans or bottles / day[l] 
DO YOU DRINK HARD LIQUOR? (l)Yes [36] (2)No[48] 
IF YES TO f34, HOW MUCH HARD LIQUOR DO YOU DRINK? 
(l ) Less than 2 drinks/day[29] (2)2 to 5 drinks / day(2] 
(3)More than 5 drinks/day[3] NA [54] 
DO YOU DRINK WINE? (1)Yes[46] (2)Nc:{37] NA [5] 
IF YES TO f36, HOW MANY GLASSES PER DAY? 
NA [4] 
(1)Less than 2 glasses/day(32] (2)2 to 5 glasses /day[3] 
(3)More than 5 glasses / day[l] NA [52] 
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GENETIC HISTORY: 
38. ANY BIRTH DEFECTS, GENETIC DISORDERS, OR INHERITED DISEASES 
DIAGNOSED AFFECTING YOU OR YOUR FAMILY? 
( 1) Yes [ 19] ( 2) No [ 64] NA [5] 
If YES, please specify ______________________________________ ___ 
39. ANY BIRTH DEFECTS, GENETIC DISORDERS, OR INHERITED DISEASES 
DIAGNOSED AFFECTING THE FAMILY OF ANY MATE WITH WHOM YOU HAVE 
HAD A CHILD? 
( 1) Yes [ 3] ( 2) Nc{ 6 1 ] ( 3) Don't know [ 15] NA [9] 
If YES, please specify ______________________________________ ___ 
40 . HAVE YOU AND YOUR MATE HAD DIFFICULTY CONCEIVING (trying 
unsuccessfully for l year) OR BEEN DIAGNOSED AS BEING INFERTILE? 
( 1 l Yes [ 15] ( 2 l No [ 60] NA [13] 
If YES, please specify ______________________________________ ___ 
41. DID YOU HAVE CHILDREN BEFORE SERVICE IN VIETNAM? 
( 1 l Yes[ 18] ( 2 l No [ 64] NA [6] 
42. IF YES TO t4l, WERE/ARE THEY PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY HEALTHY? 
(1)Yes [ 15] (2)No[9) NA [64] 
If NO, please specify ________________________________________ __ 
43 . HAVE YOU HAD CHILDREN AFTER SERVICE IN VIETNAM? 
(l)Yes [40] (2 ) No [41] NA [7] 
44 . IF YES TO 143, WERE/ ARE THEY PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY HEALTH Y? 
(l)Yes [27] (2)No[ 14] NA [4 7] 
If NO, please specify ________________________________________ __ 
HEALTH HISTORY: 
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45. DID YOU EVER HAVE ACNE AS A YOUTH? (1)Yes [43] (2)No[42] NA [3] 
46. DID I T CLEAR UP? (1)Yes [45] (2)No[6] NA [37] 
47. DID YOU EVER HAVE ACNE AS AN ADULT? (1) Yes[42] (2) No (4 I) 
NA [5] 
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48. DID YOU EVER HAVE AN ACNE-LIKE OUTBREAK DURING SERVICE IN 
VIETNAM? 
(l)Yes[ 18] (2)No[47] (3)Don't recall[ 16] NA [7] 
49 . DID YOU EVER HAVE AN ACNE-LIKE OUTBREAK AFTER SERVICE IN 
VIETNAM? --
(l)Yes[31] (2)No[39] (3)Don't recall[IO] NA [8] 
50. IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO f48 OR t49 ABOVE, WHERE DID IT OCCUR? 
(NOTE: more than--1--answer may be required] 
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(l)Under your eyes[7] (2)0n your arrns[10] (3)0n your trunk[21] 
(4)0n your neck[ 13] (S)Behind your ears[8] (6)0n your feet£3] 
(7)0n your legs [ 13] 
51. HAVE YOU EVER EXPERIENCED A CHANGE IN YOUR SKIN COLOR (unrelated 
to sunburning)? 
(l)Yes[21] (2)No[47] (3)Don't know[J2] NA [8] 
52 . IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO tSl, DID YO~SKIN BECOME 
(l)Lighter[ 12] (2)Darker [II] NA [65] 
53. DID IT OCCUR (l)Before[O] (2)During (6] (3 )After[ 14] YOUR 
SERVICE IN VIETNAM? NA (68] 
54. HAVE YOUR EYES BEEN MORE SENSITIVE THAN NORMAL TO LIGHT? 
(l)Yes[47] (2)No[25] (3)Don't know[IJ] NA [5] 
55. DID IT OCCUR (l)Before(2] (2)During[7] (3)After (32) YOUR 
SERVICE IN VIETNAM? NA (47) 
56. HAS ANY OTHER PART OF YOUR BODY SHOWN AN INCREASED SENSITIVITY 
TO LIGHT? 
(l)Yes [ 17] (2)No[38] (3)Don't recall[23] NA [10] 
57. IF YES TO t56, HAVE YOU DEVELOPED ANY OF THE FOLLOWING? 
NA [61] (l)Blisters[7] (2)Sores[2] ())Worsening of rash[15] 
( 4) Other [3 J ~~------------------------------------------------
58. HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED A CHANGE IN YOUR HAIR COLOR OR PATTERN 
(beyond normal balding)? 
(l)Yes[20] (2)No [SO] (3)Don't recall [ 10] NA [8] 
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59. IF YES TO t58, WHAT DID YOU .NOTICE? [NOTE: more than l answer 
may be required] 
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60. 
(1)More hair[4] (2)Less hair[ 16] (3)Lighter hair{S] (4)Darker hair 
[7) 
DID THIS OCCUR (1)Before[O) (2)During [4) (3)After[ 19) 
YOUR SERVICE IN VIETNAM? NA [65) 
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TOLD BY A DOCTOR THAT YOU HAD ANY OF THE FOLLOWING 
CONDITIONS? PLEASE INDICATE THE YEAR THAT THE CONDITION FIRST BEGAN. 
YES NO YEAR DIAGNOSED? 
61. Hay fever (1)[27] (2) [43] NA [ 18] 
62. Allergies (1)[23] (2) [42] NA [23] 
63. High blo_od pressure (1) [20](2)[42] NA [26] 
64. Heart condition ( 1) [ 3] (2)[57] NA [28] 
65. Epilepsy ( 1) [2] (2) [59] NA [2Z] 
66. Kidney disease (1) [6] (2)[56] NA [26] 
67. Anemia ( 1) [ 6] (2) [56] NA [26] 
68. Liver condition / 
disease ( 1) [ 12] ( 2) [54] NA [22] 
please specify 
69. Benign, fatty tumors 
or cysts (1( 16] (2)[40] NA [32] 
please specify 
70. Other tumors or cancer ( 1) [4] (2) [45] NA [38] 
please specify 
GENERAL HEALTH: 
71. DO YOU SLEEP WELL? (1)Yes[45] (2)No [43] NA [1) 
72. HAVE YOU LOST 20 OR MORE POUNDS, SINCE LEAVING VIETNAM, WITH 
NO CHANGE IN YOUR DIET? 
(1) Yes [23] (2)No [56] NA [9] 
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73. SINCE LEAVING VIETNAM, HAVE YOU EVER EXPERIENCED LOSS OF 
APPETITE? 
(l)Yes [49] (2)No[32] NA [7] 
74. HAVE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY NOTICED A PERSONALITY CHANGE IN YOU 
SINCE YOUR RETURN FROM VIETNAM? 
(l)Yes [53] (2)No[26] · NA [9] 
75. DO YOU REGULARLY (not just once in awhile) SHOW SIGNS OF THE 
FOLLOWING SINCE YOUR RETURN FROM VIETNAM? 
(NOTE: more than 1 response may be needed) 
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(l)Depression[43] (2)Rage [32] (3)Anxiety[48] (4)Irritable[42] 
(5 )0ther [8] 
----------------------------~~--------------------specify 
76. HAVE YOU EVER SUFFERED MENTAL ILLNESS OR BREAKDOWN? 
(1)Yes [25] (2)No[52] NA [II] 
77. IF YES TO f76, DID IT OCCUR (1)Before[2] (2)During[4] 
(3)After (20]SERVICE IN VIETNAM? NA [62] 
78. WAS THERE ANY CHANGE IN YOUR NOJU.1AL DESIRE FOR SEX? (1) Yes 
[ 18] (2)No [38] (3)Don't know/No ans\ver [ 18] NA [14] 
79. IF YES TO 178, DID THIS OCCUR 
(3)After (18]SERVICE IN VIETNAM? 
(1)Before[O] (2 ) During [2 ] 
NA [68] 
80 . IF YES TO 178, IS YOUR DESIRE FOR SEX (1) Increased? [9] 
( 2) Decreased?( 13] ( 3) Completely lost?[ 2] NA [64] 
81. DO YOU HAVE ANY DIFFICULTIES IN MAINTAINING SEXUAL AROUSAL? 
(l)Yes [ 13] (2)No[46] (3)Don't know/ No answer[ 10] NA [19] 
82. IF YES TO 181, DID THIS OCCUR (l)Before[l] (2)During[4] 
( 3) After ( 13] YOUR SERVICE IN VIETNAM? NA [69] 
HERBICIDE EXPOSURE: In this section we are interested in finding 
what you remember about being exposed t o 
defoliating herbicides, such as Agent Orange, 
which were used to kill jungle cover, etc. in 
Vietnam. If you believe you were exposed t o 
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such a chemical agent, either directly by 
loading it, spraying it, or entering a 
freshly sprayed area, we would like you to 
describe how you were exposed and when. 
Please refer to the attached map marked " B" . 
NOTE: Agent Orange will be used as a "catch 
all" name . Other herbicides were used i n 
Vietnam, including Agents White, Blue, 
Orange II, Purple, Pink and Green. If you 
know you were exposed to o ne of these, 
answer YES to the appropriate question below. 
83. WERE YOU DIRECTLY EXPOSED (through inhalatio n , drinking 
contaminated water, skin contact, etc . ) TO HERBICIDES IN 
VIETNAM, OR IN TRANSIT TO VIETNAM ? 
(1) Yes (2)No 
If NO, please go onto the next section (Muscle and Bone Sy stem, 
starting with Question 108, page 13 ) . 
If YES, please indicate t o which herbicide(s ) yo u were expos ed : 
Agent Orange ( 1) 
Agent Orange II (2) 
Agent White (3 ) 
Agent Blue (4) 
Agent Purple (5 ) 
Agent Pink (6 ) 
Agent Green (7) 
WERE YOU A SPRAYER ON A C-123 OR A HELICOPTER ? (1) Yes 
If NO, proceed to Question f88. 
IF YES TO f84, AT WHAT LOCATION WERE YOU IN VIETNAM ? 
[Please refer to the attached sheets designated B, B' and B". 
Indicate by the appropriate number the place where y ou spent 
most of your time , in the space provided ) 
(1)I Corps ________ __ (2)II Corps ________ __ 
{3)III Corps ____ ~---- {4)IV Corps ________ __ 
-10-
(2) No 
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86 . FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (1)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ________________________ ~~--------------------------
specify 
87 . DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? (1)Yes (2 )No 
If YES, please specify ________________________________________ __ 
88. WERE YOU A LOADER/HANDLER OF SPRAY ON EITHER A C-123 OR 
HELICOPTER? 
89. 
(1)Yes (2)No 
If NO, proceed to Question f92. 
AT WHAT LOCATION WERE YOU STATIONED IN VIETNAM? 
to the attached sheets designated B, B' and B". 
the appropriate number the place where you spent 
time, in the space provided) 
(1)I Corps ________ __ (2)II Corps ________ __ 
(3)III Corps ________ __ (4 ) IV Corps ________ __ 
(Please refer 
Indicate by 
most of your 
FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (1)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther __________________________ ~--------------------------
specify 
DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? (1)Yes (2)No 
If YES, please specify ________________________________________ __ 
DID YOUR JOB INVOLVE CLEARING VEGETATION AND / OR PATROLLING 
AROUND CAMP, ROADS, OR CLEARING FREE-FIRE ZONES? 
(1)Yes (2)No 
If NO, proceed to Question t96. 
AT WHAT LOCATION WERE YOU STATIONED IN VIETNAM? 
to the attached sheets designated B, B' and B". 
the appropriate number the place where you spent 
time, in the space provided] 
(1)I Corps ________ __ (2)II Corps ___________ _ 
(3)III Corps ________ __ (4)IV Corps ________ __ 
-11-
(Please refer 
Indicate by 
most of your 
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94. FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (l)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ______________________ ~----------------------------
specify 
95. DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? (l)Yes (2)No 
If YES, please specify ______________________________________ ___ 
96. DID YOU SLEEP IN OR WALK THROUGH AREAS RECENTLY SPRAYED? 
(l)Yes (2)No 
If NO, proceed to Question t100. 
97. AT WHAT LOCATION WERE YOU STATIONED IN VIETNAM? (Please refer 
to the attached sheets designated B, B' and B". Indicate by 
the appropriate number the place where you spent most of your 
time, in the space provided) 
(l)I Corps ________ __ (2)II Corps ________ __ 
(3)III Corps ________ __ (4)IV Corps ________ __ 
98. FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (l)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ______________________ ~~----------------------------
specify 
99. DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? (l)Yes (2)No 
If YES, please specify ________________________________________ __ 
100 . DID YOUR JOB INVOLVE HANDLING OF SPRAY DURING STORAGE OR 
SHIPMENT? 
101. 
(l)Yes (2 )No 
If NO, proceed t o Question 1104. 
AT WHAT LOCATION IN VIETNAM WERE YOU STATIONED? 
to the attached sheets designated B, B' and B". 
the appropriate number the place where you spent 
time, in the space provided) 
(l)I Corps ________ __ (2)II Corps ________ __ 
(3)III Corps ________ __ (4)IV Corps ________ __ 
-12-
(Please refer 
Indicate by 
most of your 
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102. FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (l)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ______________________ ~-----------------------------
specify 
103. DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? (l)Yes (2)No 
If YES, please specify ______________________________________ ___ 
104. WERE YOU . POSSIBLY EXPOSED IN OTHER WAYS, SUCH AS, TRANSPORTING 
HERBICIDES OUTSIDE OF VIETNAM, DRINKING THE WATER, ETC.? 
(l)Yes (2)No 
If NO, proceed to the top of the next page. 
105. AT WHAT LOCATION IN VIETNAM OR ELSEWHERE? [Please refer to the 
attached sheets designated B, B' and B". Indicate by the 
appropriate number the place where you spent most of your 
time, in the space provided) 
(l)I Corps ________ __ (2 ) II Corps ________ __ 
(3)III Corps ________ __ (4)IV Corps ________ __ 
(5)0ther ____________________ ~~---------------------------
specify 
106. FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (l)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ______________________ ~-----------------------------
specify 
107. DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? (l)Yes (2 ) No 
If YES, please specify ________________________________________ _ 
MORE 
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MUSCLE AND BONE SYSTEM: Please describe if you've experienced unusual 
tightening, numbness, pain, swelling or 
stiffness in any of the following joints (not 
associated with exercise or exertion) during 
your tour in, or since your return from, 
Vietna~. Please indicate if you do not have 
these feelings. 
DO YOU EVER EXPERIENCE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING UNUSUAL FEELINGS IN YOUR: 
108. Hands 
109. Fingers 
110. Wrists 
111. Elbows 
112. Arms 
113 . Shoulders 
114. Hips 
115. Knees 
116. Ankles 
117 . Feet 
118 . Toes 
119 . Neck 
Tingling 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
Nu~bness 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2 ) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2 ) 
(2) 
(2 ) 
(2) 
Swelling 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3 ) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
Stiffness 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
( 4) 
( 4) 
(4) 
( 4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
( 4) 
120 . WHAT WAS YOUR JOB (MOS- military occupation specialty)? 
please specify 
Pain 
(5) 
(5 ) 
(5) 
(5 ) 
(5) 
(5) 
( 5) 
( 5) 
(5) 
(5) 
( 5) 
(5) 
121. TO WHICH UNIT(S) WERE YOU ASSIGNED IN VIETNAM (include corps , 
battalion, company, platoon, wing, if possible)? 
-14-
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None 
( 6) 
( 6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
LIST !j_ 
Use the substances placed on this list as a reference for answering questions dealing with substance exposure. 
atomic (ionizing) radiation 
ammonia 
acids 
alkalis or caustics 
asbestos 
benzene 
beryllium 
cadmium 
ceramic dust 
chemical dusts 
chlorine 
chromium 
cleaning fluids (solvents) 
coal dust 
coal tar 
' cobalt 
cotton dust 
degreasing solvents 
dusty work atmosphere 
dyes 
exhaust fumes 
fibrous glass / rock woo l 
flourides 
heat (extreme) 
herbicide chemicals 
insulation materials 
irritating gasses 
irritating fumes or mists 
lead 
machine oil/cutting oil 
mercury 
metal dusts 
metal fumes 
mineral dusts (diatomacious 
earth, vermiculite, perlite 
molecular sieve or filter 
mineral spirits 
mining 
nickel 
noise Ooud) 
paints 
pesticide chemicals 
petroleum distillate 
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls ) 
phenol 
plastics / resins 
radioactive materials 
silica or quartz 
solvents or cleaning fluids 
sugar cp.ne 
transformer fluid / capacitor 
fluids 
uranium 
vanadium 
vinyl chloride 
welding fumes 
x-rays 
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1st Brigade of 4th Infantry Div . 
Elements of 2nd Brigade, 4th Inf. 
Elements of 173rd Airborne Brig. 
Elements of lst Cavalry Div. (Airmob) 
2nd Brigade of 4th Infantry Div. 
Elements of 25th Infantry Div. 
Elements of 1st Cavalry Div. (Airmob) . 
31st Tactical Fighter Wing 
1st Field Force Hdqt. 
5th Special Forces Croup Hdqt. 
Army Engineer CoiDIIland · 
18th Engineer Brigade 
12th Tactical Fighter Wing 
483rd Troop Carrier Wing 
II 
35th Tactical Fighter Wing 
Elements of lOlst Airborne Di v. 
!ask Force South 
IV5> 
~ 
Elements of 9th Infantry Division 
Delta Helicopter Aviation Battalion 
Headquarters for Navy River Patrol Boats, 
Seal Teams , Junk Forces; Army Special Forces 
3rd Marine Division 
1st Marine Division 
1st Marine Air Wing 
36th Tactical Fighter Wing 
1st Ide., 5th Infantry Division 
1. CORP lOlst Airborne Division 
~ XXIV Corps 
Americal Diviaion: 
84 
3rd Brigade of 4th Infantry Div. 
196th & 198th Light Infantry Bde s 
11th Infantry Brigade 
3rd Brigade of lst Caval ry Div . 
(Airmobile) also attached 
lat Infantry Division 
11th Armored Cavalry Regiment 
3rd Tac t ical Fighter Wi ng 
1st Brigade of lOlst Airborne Div 
199th Light Infantry Brigade 
Elements of 9th Infantry Brigade 
25th Infantry Division 
3rd Brigade, 82nd Airborne Division 
U.S . Army, Vietnam 
lst Logistical Command 
lst Signal Brigade 
1st Signal Brigade 
1st Aviation Brigade 
II Field Force 
44th Medical Brigade 
18th Military Police Brigade 
20th Engineer Brigade 
1st Air Cavalry Division (Airmobile) 
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Please use these lists to identify where you were located in Vietnam. 
Place the identifing number of the village or base in the space 
provided in the questions on pages 10, 11, 12 and 13. 
I CORP 
Place Identifing number Place 
Dong Ha 001 
Hamburger Hill 002 
Camp Carroll 003 
Ashau Valley 004 
Khe Sanh 005 
Da Nang 006 
Chu Lai 007 
Quong Ngai 008 
Kham Due 009 
Quong Tri 010 
Hue 
Hoi An 
Phu Bai 
Camp Eagle 
Tam Key 
Tra Bong 
Due Pho 
Phu Loc 
FSB Tomahawk 
Other 
specify 
specify 
II CORP 
Place Identifing number Place 
Oalat Oak Pek 021 
Oak To 022 
Ben Het 023 
Plei Kleng 024 
Fire Base 
November 025 
Kontum 026 
Pleiku 027 
Camp Holloway 028 
Ca~p Enari 029 
LZ x-ray 030 
Oasis 031 
Ban Blech 032 
Ban Me Thuot 033 
Due Lap 034 
Qui Nhon 035 
Phu Cat 036 
Hammond 037 
Bon Son 038 
An Loa Valley 039 
LZ English 040 
Nhon Co 041 
Bao Loc 042 
Phan Thiet 
Song Mao 
Phan Rang 
Cam Rahn Bay 
Dong Ba Thin 
Nha Trang 
Kanh Duong 
Due Mai 
Phu Hiep 
Tuy Hoa 
Dong Tre 
Phu Tuc 
Che Reo 
Van Canh 
Rok Valley 
Fire Base 
Copperhead 
Dau Tang 
Cu Chi 
An Khe 
Ho Bo Woods 
Other 
specify 
specify 
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Identifing number 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
Identifing number 
043 
044 
045 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
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LIST ~ 
Please use these lists to identify where you were located in Vietnam. 
Place the identifying number of the Village or base in the space 
provided in the questions on pages 10, 11, 12 and 13. 
III CORP 
Place Identifying number Place Identifying number ~Due Phong 065 
Bear Cat 080 Song Be 066 Long Binh 081 Bu Dop 067 Long Giao 082 Fish Hook 068 Ham Tam Loc Ninh 069 083 
Iron Triangle 084 Black Virgin Mountain 070 
Swan Loc Tay Ninh 071 
Phu Vinh Parrot's Beak 072 . 
Ton Son Nhut Lai Khe 073 
Dau Tieng Phu Loi 074 
French Fort Bien Hoa 075 
Kat urn Saigon 076 
Ouan Lei Long Thinh 077 
Xuan Loc · Vung Tau 078 
Other Cu Chi 079 
specify 
specify 
IV CORP 
Place Identifying number 
Moe Hoa 094 
An Lon 095 
Rach Gia 096 
U Minh Forest 097 
Cau Mau 098 
Soc Trang 099 
Tan An 100 
Can Tho 
Mekong Delta 
Vinh Long 
Dong Tam 
My Tho 
Other 
specify 
specify 
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085 
086 
087 
088 
089 
090 
091 
092 
093 
Identifying number 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
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NOTE: THIS SHEET WILL BE SEPARATED FROM THE REST OF THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE UPON RECEIPT . 
number on questionnaire 
We hope to make this study an on-going project and we request 
your future cooperation in this effort. If you are interested in 
hav ing us get in touch with you in the near future, please supply 
the info~ation requested below. 
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN FUTURE STUDIES? 
Circle: Yes or No 
If YES, please fill in below: 
Your name BIRTHDATE 
Your address 
City State Zip Code 
Phone (please include area code) 
Your PERMANENT address (If available, this would be an address where 
we could always mail you further info~ation ) 
City State Zip Code 
Phone at PERMANENT address, if available (please include area code ) 
• * * 
PLEASE NOTE: Any comments you wish to make on the questionnaire or 
about what happened to you in Southeast Asia would be 
appreciated. Please use as much space as you need! 
Extra paper is av ailable. 
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CONSENT AGRE~~NT 
Your pa~~c~pa~~=3 ~ this study is co~ple~;ly vol~tary 
ar.~ you ~y re!·~e ~o answer any questions or stop par~icipating 
~ ~~e s~~cy a~ ~"Y ~~e. wi~~ou~ suffering any pe~al~y or 
t==ejuc!ice. 
Par--icipa~on o! ~~ose taking this ques~~cnnaire will help 
bet~er ~"de=s~ ~o~en~al risks associated wi~ exposure to 
her=icices in Vie~ar-
Info~i on is beinq collected only for ~ study. All 
~==--~~~o~ c=~!ec--eC ===~you will be kept c~n=~=e~~~a l . No 
info~tion ~~t id~~ies any individual will ~e re leasee, and 
~e resul~s of the s~~dy ~y be published only as ~at~stical 
su:::maries. 
Any questions about this study may be addressed ~o those 
a~s~ering ~~e ques~onnaire. 
Thank you 
Cave Weller 
: ~e=e~y =e~~ ~a~ : ~~de=sUL~c ~~e ~===a~ic~ p=ese~~ed 
above (and 13 ~e ~==od~c~ion on the a~tac~ec ~~es~i=~~=e ! and 
a;=ee tc pa_~~=~;a~e. 
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Signa~ure : __________________________________________________ Date~·-----------------
Witn essed=--------------------------------------------------------------------------
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
IF ANY QUESTIONS ON ~!S SURVEY CAUSE YOU DISTRESS, the following phone 
numbers are supplied for your convenience: 
San Jose Veterans Outreach Center 
(psychological counseling) 
(408) 249-1643 
Veterans Administration Agent Orange Program 
(medical assistance; in Palo Alto) 
(415) 493-5000, ext . 5895 
Robert Dickover, Research Unit, CA. Dept. of Corrections 
(916) 323-4072 
APPENDIX D 
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IJSI~ 
lchool otlclence • o.,.n_m ot ~lcallcle-• 
One Waahlnglon Square • San JoN. California 1151112..0100 • .ast2n-23S5 November 11, 1985 
To: H~an subjects guidelines committee 
From: Dave Weller 
graduate student, Biology/Environmental Studies 
About : attached questionnaires on Agent Orange exposure 
I was first alerted to the possible need for institutional 
approv al from San Jose State University during a meeting with 
Robert Dickover at the California Departmen t of Corrections. I was 
seeking approval from the department to administer 20 or 30 
questionnaires to Vietnam veterans incarcerated at Soledad. I 
thought this might be an important sub-population of veterans to test 
because dioxin' is known to have neurological effects, and I wanted to 
see if those in prison had more or different symptoms involving dioxin 
(or the combination of materials veterans may have been exposed t o ) . 
Mr. Dickover asked if I had approval from S . J.S.U . 's human subjects 
committee and I had to say I didn't think I had to , since it was a 
questionnaire and didn't involve any experimentation. I also believed 
the attached consent agreement might cover my study satisfactorily • . 
Mr. Dickover suggested I look into the matter in more depth. 
I intend to use basically two populations (and sub-populations ) , 
as follows: 
Vietnam veterans (control- Vietnam-era veterans ) 
native Vietnamese (control- Vietnamese living in 
large, urban areas ) 
I have already distributed most copies of my veterans 
questionnaires to the Veterans Outreach Centers of San Jose and Concord. 
I have worked with them, buildin g confidence, for more than 1· year . 
I have their cooperation in this effort . 
I have just received the Vietnamese translation on the 
questionnaire and am having it "fine tuned" at this moment. I expect 
to have the cooperation of elements of the local Vietnamese community . 
I have been spending time for the last few months building confidence 
and contacts within this community. 
My thesis advisor, Dr. Henry Robinson, has agreed that my thesis 
may consist of a preliminary run of my questionnaire to work out any 
"bugs", with written thesis and seminar, of course . I am attempting 
to make it more meaningful than just a dry run, because of all the 
effort I've put into my thesis to this point. 
I hope approval might be expedited (since I'm already administering 
the study) and , of course, would be willing to meet with anyone 
necessary t o clear up any questions . 
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Dr . Henry Robinson, Professor 
Department of Biological Sciences 
Dav e Weller , Grad. Student 
Special Major Masters in 
Environmental Biology 
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- ,.. / VAl ~IEM GHI CHU 
-aang. 
I ,/ ~" " /. ;; / . ~ " , -Boa cHat mau cam pwin ldn d~~c phun bang may bay cho nhufig vung rong ldn . Ngoai 
ra tnfc thYng va m/y b~m ta; c~g diNe -~dung. llli v~y. b(rt dHc ban ~ d~ tai 
.... " , " ... ,., "' "' ~ • • • ,..,. " , • " • 1 .... 
aien Nam VietNam va tioi nao la rat quan trong stftiep xuc boa ch~ cua ban se 
' ' ~ .1/. • • ~ 
thay d~h t1ly theo nhd'ng ~ t~ n~y.' 
,., ~ ' 1 I 7 ' ~ !. A... ~ / A '? ~ ,/ Van ~e abh hdllng .~ khoe cua tioa chat •au cam lien quan d~ vi~t su'dung boa cnat 
' A /A 1\. I ""' .., ' V • • nay trong cuoc chien tranh<ilong Dtiahg tni.fhai da d-.!dc dat ra tlfnam 1970. Ban 
A. / "... AI 1A / .,.. - , f ~ .1,..• / I / J ..., 'V nghr~ cdU nay cot d~ so sanh nhung ng~i co tht da tiep xuc vti boa cHat va nh~ng 
ngu6'i chJa (~p x~c. }: xem h~ q~a sYu khi u':: x!c tdn:O (~ c£) • 
• I Xin ldU y: 
, .A , ... .... ... ,.. A. I "' I A / ' 
* Ban nghren c~u nay hoan toan knong lien quan ~n oat c~m6t chinh phu nao. 
' .. " I I - - I , s,J tham gia cua ban se khong diJoc bit elf sl! b!H th\ldng n(o do btt cd m~t 
• r 1 - - •,... , " , ,., • 
ch1nh pnu nao vi tiau qua s~c khoe tiat ldi . 
' . -,..,~ 7 "" ~/ 
* Nh~ng cau tra l~i cua ban se d~d'c gi~kin! 
f A tl• A/ .I ' ' "" • 1 1\ f b~i ten bang oat c~ each nao . Ban cau hoi 
, 
kin. 
... , 
stf6G Y 
" 1\ "" ,.. Khong mat ai se bi nhan ra 
. "' ',. ~ . -do ban ditn d~ du se d-.!l!c gilf" 
• • 
,· ... .. ... , ~ -
Btn tham gia cu~c ngh~n c~ n"ay la hoan toan tinh nguRn v"B. ban co th'e" til 
/A 'f - I ' 0 ' - . - .A ftl I '/ - ' choi tra ldi ~t cif~u hoi nao boac la tfioi tham gia bat cd luc nao . 
• 7 - tV ,.. ' - ...., , ,.7 ~ A' 7 v 
su'tham gia tra lJi nhung cau noi nay se giup hieu ro hJn ve kha nang nguy 
At ,A_ I ,,._ 1\ 't A 
hiem tiep xuc thuoc diet co tai Vlet Nam. 
' .A 'I • . • •, A.. I' - - .A /A 7 
Tai lreu chi thu 1JJm cho ban nghien c~u nay ma thOi . Moi chi tiet cua ban 
.A... .. ' ' ,.. A 'A - /Ia, "' I • "' ~ ,.1 deu dJ~c gi~kin . Khong mo~ chi t1~t nao lien quan den oat c~mot ai se dJ~c ti~t . 
~ '-' AI 7 ' A. ' A " ~ ' '!A ~~ AI .A At• ,_! -Io. va Ket qua cua cu~c nghien c~u nay co tne chi duuc coi nhd'thong Ke rong Ket ma 
·~ . . 
thoi. 
7 +++++++ 
...A,"'"'"' ... ",.,,. Toi chJng nnan da hieu 1~1 noi tren day 
" ' ... " "' . , cau hoi nay) va dong y tham gia. 
... .... 't - ' (va trong ph~ m~~u k;; theo ban 
, " -
Ky ten : ----------------------- Ngay : ---------
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, 
BAN ~u 
, 
HOI 
Ngay 
-------
,.., 
So 
-------
/, "'I--,! Muc dich ban nghien c~u nay la de thuc hi~ ~ c~ phrn 
/ •, I t • ·~ • ,. 
tich ~ y9u tg nguy hfi d~ dinh doat xem s\1' ~ tinh ti~ x~c voi chat 
/ \1 ,.. - ' •,.. 9 .. I - • - ..,; f · -hoa hoc (dac biet la thuec diet co) co lam cho ngudi ta dau kHb vi 
~h ~~ gia trng b~i sJ t/~p • x~c d6 kh'S'ng . Nh~g c~u h~i c~g 
~' • I"' • 1'\ ~' I 1 _,_ 1'\ " A ,If'!/ 
nham phat h~~n xem nhufll con ~lt cua c~~ Cf~an nnan tro~ c~oc chJ.en 
tranh Vi~ Nam, boac nhUi1q nguEfi dSn ban x\1 Vi~t Nam, vua dJ!c!c di 
"'/ ., · v- A(-·-- • tru aua, co nguy hi~ gia tang v~ su bat binh thuf:fng tlf khi s~ sanh 
1'\ I • kh:ong . 
A . ,,._.-.... f 
Cuoc nghi~ cuU ky 1u6~g nay do Anh Dave Weller, ~t nghi~ 
.. / . I' ,. "' .,. ~ai Hoc San Jose State University phu trach, voi sUh~ang d~n cua 
.. .., / .. .. .. 
m&t sS" giao s..! cua Anh . 
Xin ghi ~u t1a ldi cJa ban tr~n b~n c~ h~i nay. BSi d~ 
con ~ ph"U ho'p v?ri & tfa l~i c~ ban (xern /i du d~~i ~y) . K~i 
~~ c6 th~ ~~t &u t1a 1'~,i n~a , xin • d~g kho\ng• tr~£9 tr~n b!n c~u 
f f 0 A ,._1 ,_ ., A' ' I A A 1\. 1 hoi nay. Co mot so cau hoi can phai co tren mot cau tra ldi . 
I Xin 
ntot s~ &u 
I • I - ~ -. :' I' ., -
chu y la nhung phu chudhg kern ~Y de giup ban tra 16i 
' . . hoi. 
• 
HSrn nay ban c~ vui kh~g? (1) c6 (2) Kh~ng 
,./ • - "' ,.I Neu hSrn nay ban vui, ban se bei d~ so (1). Neu 
• A .. -.. 4\o •,.. A A' warn nay ban khong vui thi ban se boi dam so (2) 
" ' .,.. ' · - . tren ban cau hol. nay . 
I A _A, "' 1 ... ,.. Co rn~t so cau hoi dudng nh~ khong 
I ~tt..ll''l'\ 1\.,-"' 
each rat ca nnan, nhung cau tra loi chan 
/ ,.) , , ~ AI :"1 ,...., I 
b~n 1 cb tne giup kharn pha van d~ tJ.ep xuc 
"" - I / lien quan gi, boac co tinh 
'- ., ' 'I thJc cho rn~i c~ hoi cua , , 
v&i ch~t h6a hoc o Viet Narn . 
. 
* * * A,- -'-'f ' -~ C.AU TRA Lcfr TRUNG THUC CU.A BAN SE .etfcfc Giu' KIN! 
- , • " I ' XIN TH.ANH TH'lk C.AM cfN sf! Hd'P ~.AC CU.A B.AN! 
• 
" 
* * * ,.., 
"\;' 
1. N.AM H.AY Ntf: (1) Nam [ 25] (2) Nl.f' [ 6] 
., ,.., 
"' 2 . Tu$'1: NA= [ 11] (1) 25 den 29 [ 5] (2) 30 den 34 [ 6] 
I ,.( 
- , " (3) 35 d~n 39[2] ( 4) 40 den 44 [3] ( 5) 45 va trcf len[ 6] 
9 4 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
,., 
GOC D~N T6C: (1) 
- 2 -
Vi~t Narn [ 26) (2) Trung Hoa [ 7] 
• (3) D~n t~c kh~c 
• Xin ghi ro 
N2HE NGHifi> BI£N NAY cbA BAN? NA= [ 4) (1) Buon bfn [ 0) 
(2) Lam ~a hing ( Ol (3) • Lam vi~c ky thu~t ( 0) 
< 4) Lam cSng viae :Yem trcf [ O] < 5) Lam vi9c kh~c [ 29] 
• • :-:x7i'::'n;;...g~h;:-~.......-:r-:4ot.--
(Thi du: chuyen nghiep, hoc sinh, thit nghi~p, v.v . ) 
CO ~I L{N~ CHUA? • (1 l c6 [ 11 )(2) Chu'a [ 18) NA= [ 4) 
' - , ~ ' ""' ~!'\__ _ -BAN TRA Ldi CO CHO CAU HOI SO 5, VA"Y BAN PHUC VU NGHANH NAO? 
L~c otian Vi~t Narn cSng Hoa [51 ( 2) • KhSng o~~n i 1] 
,... . I • A • .,..._• " I I (1) (3) Dan su (nh~Ho~ Hong THap Tu, Co quan AID, v . v.) 
" · _ _, . ,... "· . , . ..... "' ( 4) Dan su trong quan doi[ 11 ( 5) Cac nganh khac [ 6] •. 
BAN 
., 
Nfu 
(1) 
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NA= ? ( i 9 1 I • Xin ghi ro 
BAN cb 0 VI~T NAM XuOT oo~O~G THOI CHifN KHSNct?2 9 J 1) c~ ( 2) KhSng [ 2 1 
A_~ · ? • - ,.. NA= 2 J ,.. t ~' ,., ,... N~u BAN TRA LOI KHONG 0 CAU HOI So 7, XIN CHO BIET BAN KHONG 
' ~· ... .... ,.. , , . OVI~T NAM TRONG THOI KY NAO (Lau qua 3 thang)? 
..._ I I ' I (1) Thdi ky thu nh~t, tu d~n ~ 
thAng ~ thang ~ 
.... ' ..... " (2) ThcH ky th~ nhi, t~ 
--,-.,..........~ 
,., 
---~--- den --:-~~ 
thang nam thang 
' -. " ,.... , ,... BAN CO PHUC VU NGOAI VIET NAM TREN 6 THANG KHONG? 
<i> c~ • c2> KhSng • (3) KhSng thich hop/kh~ng 
"-' I " ,.._ ,./ • NEU CO, BAN PHUC VU TAI -DAU LAU NHAT? 
' -tra 16,i. 
. . ' . 
-Bia diem 
Tu ' d~n
. 
thang nam , thang nam 1 
,., ' ... ' ,._ ., ,. I 
NEU TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI se 9, V~Y THEO BAN au'6c BIET , CH~T 
, ,.. - ~ ~ / . , ' .. ,
HOA HOC NONG NGHIEP (nhu thu~c di~t co) CO -DifOC SU DUNG TRONG 
' .. , , . ..._ 
VUNG ~Y KHBNG? (1) Co (2) KhSng (3) KhShg ro 
1>.1 / I l'ol /'I I' f'. 1\ - -
NEU CO, BAN CO BIET LOAI CHAT HOA HOC NONG NGHIEP NAO~A-B~C 
, - ,_ . ' 
Stf DUNG, VA TRONG THCh GIAN BAO LAU? 
• 
Ch~~ hOa hoc dU'dc s'& dung 
• • • 
Th<?i gian d\fdc s~ du.ng 
'I ,... I ._ .J / A - U __ / ,... 
TRONG KHI 0 VIET NAM, BAN CO BAO Gio ei KHAM BENH VI S PHAT VIEM 
""""" , . . " ' , . .- . ,... 
NHuNG CHUNG B2NH SAU~~y KHONG? VA BAN CO ~UOC ~IEU T~I KHONG? (Xin 
I I - •14.. ' - I ,. ' ' • I' l • -chu y: Nhunq cau hoi nay co the c~n 2 cau tra loi). 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
sin lai trong ruet 
B~nh lao 
,.: Benh qan (Serum Hepatitis) 
• ,.. 
Benh sung gan 
• I B~ph trnng a-mip ho~c di ly 
(Amebic or bacterial dysentery) 
B~nh aiang mai 
;. - ' , .... 
Benh sSt ret rung (Malaria) 
K2~ ~PH C K NG 
(1) (2) 
(1) (2) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(1) (2) 
' ,,.. 
(3) (4) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
16 . 
17. 
18. Ntb BAN TRI B~NH SO~ ~T R~G, CO DUNG THUOC DAPSONE " KHONG? 
" 6 . ' 
(1) Cb · {2) Kh~ng (3) Kltong r~ 
19. B~nh tgt kh~c 
• • --X~1~. n--g~h~i~r·o----- (1) (2) (3) (4) 
20 . B~nh t~t kh~c (1) (2) (3) (4) 
• Xin ghi ro 
' NAM, THEO BAN -BtfOC BlET , BAN 
I ~ • • • 
- -- ... TU KHI Ro'I VIET 
' . 
I 
21. C~t h6a hoc khSng? 
,.J , ' " 22. Chat phong xa khong? 
,.., 1 ._ •A 
NEU BAN TRA Ldi KHONG CHO 
,... .. 7 "' CAU HOI SO 27. 
co THtfONG XUYEN TIEP VOI : 
(1) c6 (2) ,..... Khong (3) 
I (1) Co 1 (2) 
" ") A .._ 
CAU HOI SO 21 VA 
KhShg (3l/ 
22, XIN TIEP 
"' -Khong ro 
K~ng rr;-
' -TUC TRA LOI 
N~b BAN TJA Lo'I cb ,.., .. ,., '"'" ,_ ,..._ 7 CHO 1 HAY CA 2 CAU HOI TREN, XIN TRA Ldi CAU HOI 
SO 23 -£>EN 26 . 
96 
v / ,._I / 1 ,! I A 
23. TRONG NAM QUA, BAN CO TIEP XUC Vd! CHAT HOA HOC TAI MOT Ndi LAM VIEC 
~ I • "' • •'- • • KHONG? (1) Co (2) Khong I (3) Kh~ng ro 
-. ,._( V I A I ,..f 1 A c:J -
24. TU 2 ~EN 10 NAM QUA, BAN CO TIEP XUC CHAT HOA HOC TAI MOT N I LAM 
A 1\ I • ,.._ • ._• 
VIEC KHONG? (1) Co 1 (2) Kh~ng (3) Khong ro 
• ., I A I I' I I - ,._/ 
25. TRONG NAM QUA, BAN CO TIEP XUC CHAT PHONG XA (ngo!i trJ chieu 
di~n r~ng va p~~i) TAI MOT NOI LAM VI~C KHONG? 
. ' . . ,.,.,· ....._.. (1) Co (2) Kh~ng (3) Khong ro 
" 
.... " , 
,.... 
t;-u" 26. TU 2 "f>EN 10 NAM QUA, BAN CO TIEP XUC CHAT PHONG XA (ngo.ai 
' v - '~. "' .._ "' ~ chi~u di~n rang va ptioi) T~I MOT NOI LAM VIEC KHONG? 
c6 . Kh~ng ,.. -· (1) (2) ,.., (32 Khong ro 
"' 
I .... ,.., 
' 
,.. ,.._, , ,.._ 
NEU CO THI CHAT .f>O DO ~AU ~EN VA TIEP XUC BAO LAU? 
- 3 -
1\ , , ·' , 
- 4 -
TIEP XUC CAC CHAT KHAC: / , ' I ,.1 I " / ,. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
TRONG 10 NKM QUA, B~N co TIEP xuc cHA; HO~ Hqc 'f>ANG LUC ~ ~IEU 
s"d THICH cJA MINH, HAY iA -BANG u]c co NHUNG HOAT .eaNG KHAC rf 
-~ v ... ,.. .,.., , 
NHA BOAC 'o NOI NGOAI CHO LAM VIEC (Xin tham chieu danh sach A 
I 'A f'-k~ d~yl? (1) c6 (2) Khong (3) Khong ro 1 
' ' I A I' -..d Q A NE~ T~ Ldr c~ CHO c~u HOI ~6 27, XIN LIET KE 3 TRuu~ H.P TIEP 
' - ..... ,.., ~ -- Jfo - ~ 
xu'c c~T HdA HOC THONG THUONG NHAT TAI Nul NGOAI c o LAM VI 
tl • 
TRONG 10 NAM QUA. 
, 
' Th~i 
I l I . 
Chat hoa hoc gian bi tiE~p xuc Bao b'u tiep 
, 
mat 1~n xuc 
I 
It 
' 
I l. 
clfat .... ' hoa ho_c Thdi qian bi tiep x\fc Bao Uiu ti€p 
, m~t 1ari' xuc 
• I Th~i I , I Chat h6a uep j llu hoc gian bi xuc Bao ti~p 
. , m~t 1~n xuc 
. 
,.., 
' ' ' s1N KHBNG? GIO DUNG 
.. 
PHAM THUOC LA
. ' (1)
1 
Co (2) Khbng 
,... ., - ' ,.. ' ,,J A,._ _ ' "' ,.. ' , NEU BAN TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI SO 28, VAY SAN PHAM THUOC LA LOAI 
'- ' ;:7 I ._ ,._f I I • 
NAO? (1) Thuoc hut (2) Xi ga (3) Thuoc hut pip 
,., ~.t ' / ,._ / (4) Thuoc nhai (5) Tat ca cac loai tren (6) Loai khac 
" • ... 7 "' .,.., _ , ,.. BAN MIEN NAY CO ~ANG DUNG SAN PHAM THUOC LA KHONG? 
(;) C~ (2) Kh~na 
"' , ... - - , ,.:z - r-. 
NEU CO, BAN DUNG Nli1J1.lG SAN PRAM NAY -BUOC BAO LAU? ---=------
,..,- , , .._ I A ' ,.., 'A.I "' 
NEU BAN TRA Ldi CO CHO CAU HOI SO 30, SO LUONG BAO NHIEU? 
·,.. '- - /- .~ ....... . - ' (1) Moi nqay duoi 1 bao (2) Moi ngay t~ 2 d~n 4 bao 
( 3) Jotoi nga"y tr~n 4 bao ( 4) Jotoi ngay tif 1 den 3 t~i 
.A-:- - 1 " I '· ' ... "' I • ~ (5) Mo~ ngay dieu x~ ga hay la day 1 ca~ p~p 
(6) Maingay tr~n 1 dia~ xi ga hoac tr~n 1 eli p{p 
I ,..1 ,.. • " BAN CO UONG BIA KHONG? (1) Co/ (2) Khong 
• I 1 - I /'. 1 ,_1 AI A.. 
Nfti BAN TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI SO 32, BAN UONG BAO NHIEU BIA? 
·,.. ~ ' ,..-,- , (1) Moi ngay uong d~oi 6 1on/chai 
~""- ..._ ~ f ' I (2) Moi nqay uonq tu 6 d~n 12 lon/chai 
,..y - " 1 "' 1 I h · (3) Mo~ nqay uong tren 12 on c a~
• ~ I ·-'· ,. f BAN CO UoNG Ruu MANH KHONG? (1) Co 
., ' ...... ,. " , ,.._, 
NEu BAN TRA Ld'I CO CHO CAU HOI SO 34, BAN 
. ....... ,- -- . (1) Mbi nq~y d~i 2 ly (2) ~i ngi!y 
A- A (3) Moi ngay tren 5 ly 
(2) 
"' UONG 
t~ 2 
KhS'ng 
"' BAO NHIEU? 
""' den 5 ly 
97 
36. 
37. 
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BAN Co u~rSG· Rtfu VANG I<£NG? (1) c6 '-
,.,· 
1 
., "- I ,.._ ' I' I ,. NEU BAN TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI SO 36, MOI 
'I -- '-. 1 
Cll nuo'i 2 ly (2) Ttf 2 d~n s ly 
(2) ,.h~q 
- "' ,..r NGAY UONG MAY LY? 
(3) Tr~n 5 ly 
, .._A 
J<Y LUC DI TRUYEN: 
I 38. BAN HAY GIA~INH BAN CO BI 
BtNH DI TRUY~N NAO :r,r-eutic 
l ' ? I / ANH HOONG BOI CHtrnG QUAI THAI, HAY 
PH~T HIEN KHSNG? , ,.. ( 1) Co ( 2) J<hong 
A I I _. 
NEU CO. XIN GHI RO -~=-----~-----.~--~----~~--~----~ ~ ,.1 I ' GIA o{)INH HAY BAT CU NGtfc5I NAO MA BAN CO CON VOI HO CO BI ANH HOO~G 
B'oi CHtmG QUAI THAI, HAY B2NH DI T~UY~ NAO .f>A-B~6c P6A".r HI~N 
J<HONG? (1) Cb (2) J<h~ng (3) J<hSng r~ 
"' I -NEU CO, XIN GHI RO ------~~~--~~~--------~--------------~ 
BAN VA vd HAY cHONG BAN co GAP J<Ho KHAN TRONG vi£c THu THAI (da db 
.. ' • .,. " ' " • ./ • &..__ g{ng 1 nam trc::H ma khong thanh cSng) HOAC of>Ub'c PHAT HIEN LA J<H8NG 
' . 
SANH DUC ~utfc? (1 ) c6 ( 2) J<hS'ng 
A.l I ,. • """"""' 
NEU CO, XIN GHI RO ----------------------~-r~--~-----------y--,~- ... , " """ TRUuC J<HI (vao khoang 1965) HOA J<Y THAM CHIEN OVIET NAM, BA~ CO 
CON CAI CHUA? (1) Cb (2) Chua 
4.1 ? "' I A.. ? ,_1 A. / I ) 
NEU BAN TRA Lol CO CHO CAU HOI SO 41, VAY CON CAI BAN CO J<HOE 
...• 1\ '"' I --..._ ~~" ~ ~~' ~~ • MANH VE THE XAC CUNG NHU VE TINH THAN l<HONG? 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
. 
(1) c6 (2) KhSng 
"'' " -
98 
NEU J<HONG, XIN GHI RO --------=---------~,.-~------------~----
KHI (vao kho~ng 1975) HOA J<Y THAM CHIEN ifVI~T NAM, BAN CO CON ~F-~~ ' • 
!<HONG? (1) Cb (2) J<h~ng 
' - I 1\. '1 I' I I I ' A-BAN TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI SO 43, CON CAI BAN CO J<HOE MAN.H VE 
,, - --,..... ,.... " . ,..... . 
XAC CUNG NHU VE TINH THAN J<HONG? (1) c6 (2) J<liong 
J<HSNG, XIN GHI R(} __________________________________________ _ 
43. SAU 
" CAI ,., 
44. NEU 
.,,.. 
THE ,.., 
NEU 
z 'I ' J<Y LUC SUc J<HOE: 
..., ' I "' , 45. J<HI CON NHO, BAN CO MOC MUN J<HONG? (1) Co 
4 6 • c6 KH~ I B~NH J<~b"NG? • (1•) ct ( 2) J<h~ng 
47. KH! ~N L~~, BAN CO MOC MUN KH~NG? (1) C~ (2) J<hSng 
• ' •t' 1\ I ..., I 
48 . TRONG J<HI HOA J<Y THAM CHIEN OVIET NAM, BAN CO MOC NHUNG NUT NHU 
,.,.,- ' ' '- ' -MUN KHONG? (1) c'o (2) J<liong (3) J<~ng ro/J<h6hg tra ldi 
• - ' ,..1 1 ~ · t - I 49 . SAU KHI HOA KY THAM CHIEN 0 VIET NAM, BAN CO M~C NHuNG NUT NHU 
I 1•·.' • ,..._ C\..- /4.. ., ... . (1) Co (2) J<hong (3) J<hong ro/Khong tra ld1 
(2) " J<hong 
" Ml(N KHONG? 
so. 
51. 
52. 
53 . 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60 . 
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A' ' J I ,.... ' "I " '7J ,.. ') NEU BAN TRA Lui CO CHO CAU HOI SO 48 HAY 49, VAY M~ M~C 0 ~AU. 
., , , -;-,,..- ,.., ,.. '1 -::;., (Xin chu y: Co the can tren 1 cau tra lo~ . 
, v, ,.. I (3) T A :---h b (1) D\!6i mat ban (2) Tren canh tay b~n ren m~n ~n 
' • !t ,..... (4) Tr~n cS ban (5) Sau tai ban (6) u chan ban 
' - . . ' (7) 0 dui ban .. 
I t!!... • '-J I' ' - _f: .. V' I "- h1 . BAN CO HE BAO GIO THAY~OI MAU SAC DA KHONG? (Kh8hg P a~ vi phdi 
., , ,... ,.. -n~na) (1) co ( 2) Khong ( 3) I<liong ro 
,., .. '? - I ~>- ' "'' , NEU BAN TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI SO 51, DA BAN CO: 
( 1) ;r~n~ ho'n - ( 2 X -i>en h6n 
" _A') I VI~C NAY XAY RA (1) Truoc khi 1 ' (2) Trong khi 
(3) Sau khi HOA KY THAM CHIEN OVI~ NAM? 
v 1 I 7 I I I 1 
MAT BAN CO NH~Y CAM VOI ANH SANG HOO LUC THtfoNG KlfDNG? 
'41 • 1\ A "'"'"' ( 1) Co ( 2) Khong ( 3) Khong ro 
VI~C N'AY xAY RA (1) Tru'cfc khi (2) Trong khi 
. ,.. ' ' HOA KY THAM CHIEN if VIfT NAM. 
(3) Sau khi 
coN B~ PH~ NAO TREN T~N ~~ BAN GIA TA'NG stf NH~Y ck vdr 
KH~NG; ( 1) Cb ( 2) Kh~ng .. , ( 3) KhSng ~h~ rd 
,.., , - , " ., " , . "- " NEU BAN TRA Ldi CO CHO CAU ROI SO 56, B~N CO BI NHUNG BENH 
I , 
ANH SANG 
"- .. - 1 I v ' ' ' KHONG? (1) Mun ghe nu6c (2) <Cau (3) Phat ban 
SAU -B~Y 
V' 
na.ng 
,... ,· (4) Cac benh khac 
BAN c6 HE N·~ THA~ su' TF.AY ~o'r. MA~ s't.c' vA. KIEJ HINH (ngoai t;u slf 
•, A' "' • -... • ) I / A 
hdi dau binh thudng) CUA MAI TOC BAN KHONG? 
' " " .. , -(1) Co (2) Khong (3) Khong nh6 ro 
,._1 , ... I 1\ '~;I 1\ ,.1 "'I_ I 
NEU BAN TRA "Ldi CO CHO CAU HOI SO 58, BAN NHAN THAY THE NAO? (Chu 
I :. ,., ,._- --;: ,._ 1 ... ' 
y: co the can tren 1 cau tra loi). 
,..... I I f (1) Nhieu toe han (2) It toe h6n 
C4) M~u to'c dlm hon 1 
" - ·~' . VIEC NAY YAY RA (1) Tru~c khi 
• '- ,.I 
(3) ,.- I Mau toe nho't ho'n 
. 
(2) sau khi Trong khi (3) 
ROA KY THAM CHIEN. 
100 
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I 1\.. I ~... '- ' 1 A " BAC ·SI CO HE BAO GIOBAO BAN LA BAN CO BENH SAU ~AY. "- v XIN GHI RO NAM 
' , .. .. B~NH Mdi PHAT. 
. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
' su'c 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74 . 
75. 
76 . 
77. 
' " 
.... 
, HI~N " co KHONG NAM PHAT BENH 
~'t (Hay fever) (1) (2) 
" '7 I Benh phan ubg (Allergies) (1) (2) 
V' Mau cao (1) (2) 
B~h tim (1) (2) 
B~nh 
, 
trung phong (1) (2) 
B~nh th~n 
B~nh • A I I thieu mc!u 
(1) (2) 
(1) (2) 
B~nh gan (1) (2) 
X in ghi ro 
B~nh ., 
, 
.... ,., 
nhe, buou mo hay tieu 
. 
- (Benign, fatty tumors nang 
or cysts) (1) (2) 
X in ghi ro 
cb.c ' kh.ic ... butfu hay cang xe 
(Other tumors or cancer) (1) ( 2) 
X in ghi ro 
, ' ( 
KHOE T5NG QUAT: 
I 9 /1. / 1\ BAN CO NGU NGON KHONG? (1) CO (2) Khong 
1 j, b. / ,._ ~' A /!!. V /!!.I / SAU KHI Rui VIET NAM, BAN CO KHONG THAY ~oi CHE ~~ AN UoNG MA XUT 
GI1M 20 HAY TR~N 20 POUN~S KHONG? (1) Cb (2) KhSng 
BAN CO BAO GI6 KHbNG NGON MI~G KHBNG? (1) to (2) Khbng 
• - ../. " • ,_I / , . ,.., " 
BAN HAY GIA ..£>INH BAN CO NHAN THAY CA TANH BAN THAY -f>OI KHONG? 
(;) c6 (2) Kh~ng • 
I- '' 1 I I -BAN CO THutfNG XUYEN (kh&g phai thinh thoang) CO TRI~U CHuNG NHtrnG 
• ~- ~ A. I I I "1 ;,. .... /1. " • 1 -SifKIEN SAU ~AY KHONG (Chu y: Co the can tren 1 cau tra loi)? 
ci> Xu~rtg tinh th~n (2) Gi~n d~ (3) Lo l~'rig 
(4) ~ bi c~ x~c (5) clc su.ki~n kh'c 
• -----~X~i-n--g~h~i~r~o~------
1 "'... - ~- ,.. - ,_I a-BAN CO HE BAO GIO BI BENH THAN KINH HAY OM ~AU NANG (Breakdown) 
K~&G? (1) Cb '(2•) Kh~ng • 
}, I 7 -. / A. ' -. I 1.\.._ A. / NEU BAN TRA Ldi CO CHO CAU HOI SO 76, VA~ B~NH PHAT RA 
. , ... ,.., 
(1) Truce khi (2) Trong khi (3) Sau khi HOA KY THAM CHIEN. 
101 
78. BAN 
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I ~ ,.1 "' ..._ "' CO Gl. THAY ~OI VE TINH DUC KHONG? 
" . " '- ~ .., . (2) Khong (3) Khong ro/Khong tra 1~~ , 
1 - I A 1 · AI .a A ..... -~ B~N~TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI SO 78, V~Y VI~C NAY XAY RA 
, A/ 
Truoc khi (2) Trong khi (3) Sau khi HOA KY THAM CHIEN 
'f ... I A t ~~ A 
BAN TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI SO 78, VAY TINH DUC BAN 
'. .,.. - . ' . ,.. ' - ..: A, ,./ G~a tang (2) G~am th~eu (3) Roan toan mat het 
cb K~O KmrN TRONG VI~C KH£u GOI TINH DUC KH~NG? 
I • ' "-- ' ., -.. 
co (2) Khbng (3) KhSng ro/ KhShg tra loi 
7 ._ I A. 7 ,... ' 1\ 1\ A1 
B}\N TRA Lei CO CHO CAU HOI SO 81, VAY VIEC NAY XAY RA 
,. ' . - ~, 
Tr~dC . khi (2t Trong khi (3) Sau khi HOA KY THAM CHIEN 
=-::±:,.......,~=-:=~· ~~ -::-::-:11!..._1:=-~l ,._ ..._ ..._ I A. , A I -Tir:JOC Dif!'i' CO: Trong ph an nay chung toi chu trong den gi ban 
I I I • 1 • 
nhd dude khi tiep x6c thu~c di9t co khai quang 
, • ,.._I A' - ~'' • , ' .._ 
nhu hoa chat mau cam dung de pha huy s~ um tum 
.. 
(1) 
.. I 
79. NEU 
(1) 
80 . N~b 
(1) 
81. BAN 
' (1) 
,., 
82. NEU 
. , (1) 
' lfTT:',., Vf',f"' 
........ "t. """"-' 
, 
Co 
- " ,.., trong rung , v .v. tai Viet Nam. Neu ban cho 
"' ' I •~~.,1 - ,._1 I AI ' 1-
rang minh co true tiep t i ep xuc chat hoa nay do 
A , , ;.. 1 I A 1 ..... "/ 
viec su dung chat do (boc hang, phun thuoc v.v.) 
• I ._ ' .._ I ,_I -
hay co vao qua vu~g moi d~oc phun chat nay . 
I ,._ 1\. I A. 't . A 1 I . .I ,o.l Chung toi muon b~n mo ta b~n t~ep xuc nhu the 
..._ ' "-' .... ,._, J ,_ ... I 
nao v a hoi nao . Xin tham chieu ban do co ghi 
- - " chu "B " kern day . 
I t I "' I A '- - ,_I A. V - A. Chu y : Hoa chat mau cam se duoc keu bang ten 
., ' , ' ~ · I#>. ~ ' 
"catch all" (Bat t~t ca). Nhung thuoc diet co 
1 •J ' ~ A- I ' • A / khac duoc su dung tai Viet Nam gom co hoa cnat 
11.- .J I I'<'' ' ·-, A' ,__ 
mau trang, mau xanh troi, mau cam II, mau 
83. 
I - - - ,.- I ,. I 
tim, m~u hudng va mau xanh la cay. N~u ban 
1 "- I ,._ I I 1\ "'- • bi~t dude minh co tiep xuc mot trong nhung loai 
• '- I "-• ' , • 
nay, xin tra lei co cho nhung c~u hoi thich hdp 
I ' ,. • 
, 1 du'oi day. 1 I ,. !!!, 1 I , I ,.._ -B~N 1 co TRifc TIEP TIEP xuc (?ua s~h~t vao, uSng nude b~ o nhi~, ti~p xdc vao da, v.v.) THUOC DifT co TAI vi2T NAM KHONG? 
I 1\ • ,.,._ •,.._ • 
(1) Co (2) Khong 1 (3) Khong ro / 1 , ' A I " , .. -~ ..._ . ~ 
NEU KHONG, XIN TRA LOI TIEP PHAN SAU (~ Thong Bap Th~t va Xuong 
~~ -v- ,. - I 'I ,..t • Cot , bat dau voi c~u hoi so 100, trang 10 ) • I 
• ..~!.. f 1 '-- ... v ..... -~ tt I I A A,. 
NEU CO, XIN GHI RO LA BAN CHO RANG MINH ~A TIEP XUC LOAI THUOC DIET 
' - ' CO NAO ? , ,.. ..... 
Hoa ch1t mau cam (1) 
' .... -Hoa ch~t mau cam II (2) 
.A, - "' Hoa cnat m~u trang (3) 
' - -Hoa ch~t m~u xanh trdi (4) 
"I - I Hoa ctia t mtu tim ( 5) 
,.r ,.. .... -
Hoa chat mau hu~ng (6) 
~~ A f ~ Hoa chat mau xanh la cav f7l 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
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I I A. - " / l-1 / ,.1 / 
BAN CO GIUP CHO QUAN ~$I HOA KY TRONG VIEC PHUN BOA CHAT VOI BAT CU 
•I .... , • - '• J,_ I A/ - ,..., / AI 
CHOC vu NAO (vi du nhu nguo~ad boa cba~, nguoi di cbuyen boa cnat 
• • , I A 
trong kbo boac cbuy~n cbo, v.v.)? (1) Co 
1 
(2) Khong 
1!_1 ' • '- / ~ ' ,._1 A _/ .._ 1 6 NEU BAN TRA LOI CO CHO CAU HOI SO 84, KHI TIEP XUC THI B~N O~AU? 
• ,. f -..,.. -.... - A .._. A. I -(Xin tham cbieu nbuhg trang B, B' va B" kern day. Xin gbi ro so va 
,..7 I ..._ ' /1\ I dia diem tbicb b~p ma ban akbi tiep xuc). 
~I I ' A .. .... 14 1 / BAN BI TIEP XUC BAO LAU? (1) TU 1 den 4 tbang 
... .. ' "'I / .._ ,_I I (2) Tu 5 den 8 tbang (3) Tu(9 den 12 tbang 
(4) Kbo~ng tbdi gian kh~c ----~X~i-n--g'b~i--r~o~---------------------
1 1\ 7 I ""'> '- I' 1 ,.. 
BAN CO BJ H~U QUA Tut THOI GI KHONG? (1) Co (2) Kbong 
I ' I ....... 
Ntu CO, XIN GHI RO ----~~----~~--~~----------------~~----­B~N (c; _Gr6P., ~HAI QUANG v'A/HAY TUAN TI£'u QU~H OOANH TR?-I, ..£>ut:mG L~, 
HOAC VUNG BAN TU DO -DANG But:SC KHAI QUANG KHONG? 
(1) cl, (2) · Kben9 • 
"' ., - ' ,.. ., ~I ' ,., - AI N·EU BAN TRA Ldi CO CHO CAU HOI SO 88, B-'\N cf -e;A tHEM NAO KHI TIEP 
I -~, -... ...., ,..., .... ~~o'-
XUC? (Xin tham cbieu trang B, B' va B" kern day. Xin gbi ro so va 
d~a di~m tb{cb b1p noi ban l:r kbi ti~p x£c) • 
1 1\ 1 I ' '- A / 
BAN CO BI HAU QUA TUC TH6I GI KHONG? (1) Co (2) Knbng 
I 'P ' A ' I / AI A B~N CO NGU LAI HAY -BI XUYEN QUA VUNG Mcf.I -et(6c PHUN BOA CHAT KHONG? 
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,.I----, - / A ' ,., ? '~- A/ 
NEU BAN TRA Ldi CO CHO CAU HOI SO 92, B~ d'-eiA~IEM NAO KHI BI TIEP 
I • -,.., - • - A~ XUC? (Xin tbam cbieu trang B, B' va B" kem dty. Xin gbi ro so va 
" I 1 I dia diem tbicb b~p noi ban 0 kbi ti~p x~c). 
. ' ' 
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98 . 
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ABOUT OUR STUDY 
Agent Orange, in t .his study, is used as a catch-all word for the 
herbicides used during the spraying program from approximately 
1964 to 1970. Agent Orange and the other herbicides used over 
South Vietnam were used to defoliate plants and trees to deny 
their use as cover and to destroy rice crops. 
Agent Orange was, for the most part, sprayed by planes to cover 
large areas. Additionally, spraying was also done from helicopters 
and by hand spraying equipment. This is why it is so important to 
get an idea of just where and when you spent time in South Vietnam--
your exposure will vary depending on these factors. 
Questions of the health effects of Agent Orange have been raised 
since 1970 , in relation to their use during the Second Indochina 
War. This study is an attempt to compare possibly exposed 
populations, with people who were not exposed, to see what health 
effects (if any) resulted from being exposed. 
Important notes: 
* This study is being done totally independent of any 
government. Your participation will not result in any 
compensation from any government for adverse health effects! 
* Your answers will be kept closely guarded! No one will be 
identified by name in any way. Your completed questionnaire 
will be kept completely confidential. 
CONSENT AGREEMENT 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary 
and you may refuse to answer any questions or stop participating 
in the study at any time. 
Participation of those taking this questionnaire will help 
better understand potential risks associated with exposure to 
herbicides in Vietnam. 
Information is being collected only for this study. All 
information collected from you will be kept confidential. No 
information that identifies any individual will be released, and 
the results of the study may be published only as statistical 
summaries. 
* * * 
I hereby certify that I understand the information presented 
above (and in the introduction on the attached questionnaire) and 
agree to participate . 
Signature : ____________________________________________ Date: ________________ __ 
* * * 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Date ______________________ _ Number 
-----------------
The purpose of this study is to perform a risk-factor 
analysis to determine if involuntary exposure to chemical 
substances (herbicides, in particular) causes those exposed 
to suffer from increased illness due to such exposure . 
Questions also are intended to discover whether children of 
Vietnam Veterans or native Vietnamese, recently immigrated, 
are at increased risk of congenital abnormalities . 
This survey is being conducted by Dave Weller, a graduate 
student at San Jose State University. The study is under the 
guidance of a number of his professors. 
Please mark your answers on this questionnaire. Darken in 
the number which corresponds to your answer (see EXAMPLE below). 
When an additional response is required, use the space provided 
on this questionnaire. Some questions call for more than one 
answer . 
Please note that attachments to this questionnaire are 
available to assist you in answering certain questions . 
EXAMPLE: 
Are you happy today? (l)Yes (2)No 
If you are happy today, then you would darken in 
the (1) space. If you are not happy today, then 
you would darken in the (2) space on this 
questionnaire. 
Some questions may seem irrelevant or too personal, but your 
honest answers to all questions may help uncover problems of 
exposure to chemical agents in Vietnam. 
* * * 
THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF YOUR RESPONSES WILL BE CLOSELY GUARDED! 
YOUR COOPERATION IS SINCERELY APPRECIATED! 
* * * 
1. SEX: (l)Male (2)Female 
2. AGE: (1)25 to 29 years (2)30 to 34 years 
(3)35 to 39 years (4)40 to 44 years (5)45 years and older 
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3. ETHNIC ORIGIN : ( 1) Vietnamese (2)Chinese 
(3)0ther ______________ ~~----------
specify 
4. WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT OCCUPATION? (1)Business 
(2)Restaurant (3)Technical worker (4)Support services 
(S)Other ____ ~--~------~~~--~--~~--~----~--~~~-­
specify (e.g . , professional, student, unemployed, etc . ) 
5 DID YOU SERVE IN THE MILITARY? (1)Yes (2) No 
6. IF YES TO IS ABOVE, WHICH BRANCH OF THE MILITARY WERE YOU IN? 
(1)Army of the Republic of Vietnam (2)Air Force 
(3) Civilian employee (e . g . ' Red Cross, A. I.D . , etc.) 
(4) Civilian employee in military service 
(S)Other 
specify 
7. WERE YOU IN VIETNAM THE ENTIRETY OF THE WAR? 
( 1) Yes (2)No 
8. IF NO TO 17, PLEASE INDICATE DURING WHICH PERIODS YOU WERE OUT 
OF VIETNAM (for longer than 3 months). 
lst period- From·----~~-­
rnonth 
2nd period- From ____ ~~--
month 
year 
year 
TO 
month year 
TO 
month year 
9. DID YOU SERVE OUTSIDE VIETNAM FOR MORE THAN SIX (6)MONTHS? 
(1)Yes (2)No (3)Not applicable / no answer 
If YES, where did you serve for the longest period of time? 
location 
Date ______ ..,...,.. __ 
month ----- TO ------:-:--month year year 
-2-
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10. IF YES TO f9, TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE, WERE AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
(e.g., herbicides) USED IN THIS AREA? 
(1) Yes (2) No (3)Don't know 
If YES, do you know what agricultural chemicals were used, and 
for how long? 
chemical used length of use 
WERE YOU DIAGNOSED AS HAVING ANY OF THE FOLLOWING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
WHILE LIVING IN VIETNAM, AND DID YOU RECEIVE TREATMENT? [NOTE: 
these questions may require two (2) answers) 
11. Intestinal worms 
12. Tuberculosis 
13 . Serum Hepatitis 
(Hepatitis B) 
14. Infectious Hepatitis 
(Hepatitis A) 
15. Amebic or bacterial 
dysentery 
16. Venereal Disease 
17. Malaria 
DIAGNOSED? 
YES 
(1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( l) 
( l) 
( 1) 
NO 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2 ) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
TREATED? 
YES NO 
(3) ( 4) 
(3) (4) 
(3) (4) 
(3) (4) 
( 3 ) ( 4) 
( 3 ) ( 4 ) 
(3) ( 4 ) 
18. IF TREATMENT WAS RECEIVED FOR MALARIA, WAS DAPSONE GIVEN? 
(1) Yes (2)No (3)Don't know 
19. Other ________ ~~---
specify 
(2) (3) (4 ) ( 1) 
20. Other ________ ~~---
specify 
( l) (2) ( 3) ( 4 ) 
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENT : SINCE LEAVING VIETNAM, TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE, 
HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED ON A REGULAR 
BASIS TO: 
21. Chemicals? (1) Yes (2) No (3 )Don't know 
22. Radiation? (1) Yes (2)No (3)Don't know 
-3-
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IF YOU ANSWERED NO TO NUMBERS 21 AND 22, GO ON TO 127 . 
IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO EITHER OR BOTH OF THE ABOVE, PLEASE ANSWER 
NUMBERS 23 THROUGH 26 . 
23 . HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO CHEMICALS, AT A PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, 
WITHIN THE LAST YEAR? 
(1) Yes (2)No (3)Don't know 
24. HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO CHEMICALS, AT A PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, 
WITHIN THE LAST TWO (2) TO TEN (10) YEARS? 
(1) Yes (2)No ( 3 ) Don '· t know 
25 . HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO RADIATION (except dental or chest 
x-rays) WITHIN THE LAST YEAR? 
( 1 l Yes (2)No (3)Don't know 
If YES, from what source and for how long were you exposed? 
26. HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO RADIATION (except dental or chest 
x-rays) WITHIN THE LAST TWO (2) TO TEN (10) YEARS? 
(1) Yes (2)No (3)Don't know 
If YES, from what source and for how long were you exposed? 
OTHER EXPOSURES: 
27 . HAVE YOU BEEN EXPOSED TO A CHEMICAL(S) IN THE LAST TEN (10) 
YEARS WHILE PRACTICING A HOBBY OR WHILE DOING OTHER ACTIVITIES 
AT HOME OR IN OTHER NON-OCCUPATIONAL SETTINGS (Please refer 
to attached list "A" )? 
(1) Yes (2) No (3)Don't know 
If YES to f27, please list the three (3) most common chemical 
exposures in non-work settings during the last ten (10) years. 
chemical duration of exposure how often exposed 
chemical duration of exposure how often exposed 
chemical duration of exposure how often exposed 
-4-
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PERSONAL HABITS: 
28. HAVE YOU EVER USED TOBACCO PRODUCTS? (1) Yes (2)No 
29. IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO f28, WHICH TOBACCO PRODUCTS WERE USED? 
(1)Cigarettes (2)Cigars {3) Pipe (4)Chewing tobacco 
{5)All of the above {6)0ther 
30. DO YOU CURRENTLY USE TOBACCO PRODUCTS? { 1) Yes (2)No 
If YES, how long have you used these products? ________________ __ 
31. IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO f30, HOW MUCH DO YOU USE? 
32. 
33. 
(1)Less than 1 pack/day 
{3 )More than 4 packs/day 
(5)A cigar or pipeful/day 
{2)Between 2 to 4 packs/day 
{4)1 to 3 pinches or pouches / day 
{6)More than a cigar or pipeful / day 
DO YOU DRINK BEER? { 1) Yes (2)No 
IF YES TO t32, HOW MUCH BEER DO YOU DRINK? 
(1) Less than 6 cans or bottles/day 
(2)6 to 12 cans or bottles / day 
(3)More than 12 cans or bottles / day 
34. DO YOU DRINK HARD LIQUOR? (1) Yes (2)No 
35 . IF YES TO f34, HOW MUCH HARD LIQUOR DO YOU DRINK? 
(1)Less than 2 drinks/day (2)2 to 5 drinks / day 
(3)More than 5 drinks / day 
36. DO YOU DRINK WINE? ( 1) Yes (2) No 
37. IF YES TO f36 , HOW MANY GLASSES PER DAY? 
{1) Less than 2 glasses/day (2) 2 to 5 glasses / day 
( 3) More than 5 glasses/day 
-5-
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GENETIC HISTORY: 
38. ANY BIRTH DEFECTS, GENETIC DISORDERS, OR INHERITED DISEASES 
DIAGNOSED AFFECTING YOU OR YOUR FAMILY? 
( 1) Yes (2)No 
If YES, please specify ______________________________________ __ 
39. AN BIRTH DEFECTS, GENETIC DISORDERS, OR INHERITED DISEASES 
DIAGNOSED AFFECTING THE FAMILY OF ANY MATE WITH WHOM YOU HAVE 
HAD A CHILD? 
( 1) Yes (2)No (3)Don't know 
If YES, please specify ______________________________________ __ 
40 . HAVE YOU AND YOUR MATE HAD DIFFICULTY CONCEIVING (trying 
unsuccessfully for 1 year) OR BEEN DIAGNOSED AS BEING INFERTILE? 
( 1) Yes (2) No 
If YES, please specify ______________________________________ __ 
41. DID YOU HAVE CHILDREN BEFORE (approximately 1965) AMERICAN 
INVOLVEMENT IN VIETNAM? 
(l) Yes (2) No 
42. IF YES TO f41, WERE/ARE THEY PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY HEALTHY? 
(1) Yes (2)No 
If NO, please specify ________________________________________ _ 
43. HAVE YOU HAD CHILDREN AFTER (approximately 1975) AMERICAN 
INVOLVEMENT ENDED? 
( 1) Yes {2)No 
44. IF YES TO f43, WERE/ARE THEY PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY HEALTHY ? 
(1) Yes (2)No 
If NO, please specify ______________________________________ __ 
HEALTH HISTORY: 
45. DID YOU EVER HAVE ACNE AS A YOUTH? (1) Yes (2)No 
46. DID IT CLEAR UP? (1) Yes (2)No 
47. DID YOU EVER HAVE ACNE AS AN ADULT? (l) Yes (2)No 
-6-
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48. DID YOU EVER HAVE AN ACNE-LIKE OUTBREAK DURING AMERICAN 
INVOLVEMENT IN THE VIETNAM WAR? 
( 1) Yes (2)No (3)Don't recall/No answer 
49. DID YOU EVER HAVE AN ACNE-LIKE OUTBREAK AFTER AMERICAN 
INVOLVEMENT IN THE VIETNAM WAR? 
( 1) Yes (2) No (3)Don't recall/No answer 
SO. IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO f48 OR f49 ABOVE, WHERE DID IT OCCUR? 
[NOTE : more than--1-answer may be required) 
(1)Under your eyes (2)0n your arms (3)0n your trunk 
(4)0n your neck (5)Behind your ears (6)0n your feet 
(7)0n your legs 
51. HAVE YOU EVER EXPERIENCED A CHANGE IN YOUR SKIN COLOR (unrelated 
to sunburning)? 
(1) Yes (2) No (3)Don't know 
52. IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO t51, DID YOUR SKIN BECOME 
( 1) Lighter (2)Darker 
53 . DID IT OCCUR (1)Before 
AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT? 
(3)No change 
(2)During (3)After 
54. HAVE YOUR EYES BEEN MORE SENSITIVE THAN NORMAL TO LIGHT? 
( 1) Yes (2) No (3)Don't know 
55. DID IT OCCUR (1)Before (2)During (3)After 
AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT? 
56. HAS ANY OTHER PART OF YOUR BODY SHOWN AN INCREASED SENSITIVITY 
TO LIGHT? 
(1) Yes (2)No (3 l Don't recall 
57. IF YES TO t56, HAVE YOU DEVELOPED ANY OF THE FOLLOWING? 
( 1) Blisters (2)Sores (3)Worsening of rash 
(4)0ther ____________________________________________________ ___ 
58. HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED A CHANGE IN YOUR HAIR COLOR OR PATTERN 
(beyond normal balding)? 
(1 l Yes (2)No (3)Don't recall 
-7-
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59 . IF YES TO tSS, WHAT DID YOU. NOTICE? [NOTE: more than 1 answer 
may be required) 
116 
( 1) More hair (2)Less hair (3) Lighter hair (4)Darker hair 
60. DID THIS OCCUR (1)Before (2) During (3) After 
AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT? 
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TOLD BY A DOCTOR THAT YOU HAD ANY OF THE FOLLOWING 
CONDITIONS? PLEASE INDICATE THE YEAR THAT THE CONDITION FIRST BEGAN . 
YES NO YEAR DIAGNOSED? 
61. Hay fever ( 1) (2) 
62. Allergies ( 1) (2) 
63 . High blood pressure ( 1) (2) 
64. Heart condition ( 1) (2) 
65. Epilepsy ( 1) (2) 
66 . Kidney disease (1) (2) 
67. Anemia (1) (2) 
68 . Liver condition/ 
disease ( 1) (2) 
please specify 
69 . Benign, fatty tumors 
or cysts ( 1) (2) 
please specify 
70. Other tumors or cancer ( 1) (2) 
please specify 
GENERAL HEALTH: 
71 . DO YOU SLEEP WELL? (l) Yes (2)No 
72. HAVE YOU LOST 20 OR MORE POUNDS, SINCE LEAVING VIETNAM, WITH 
NO CHANGE IN YOUR DIET? 
(1) Yes (2)No 
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73 . HAVE YOU EVER EXPERIENCED LOSS OF APPETITE? 
( 1) Yes (2) No 
74. HAVE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY NOTICED A PERSONALITY CHANGE IN YOU? 
( 1) Yes (2)No 
75. DO YOU REGULARLY (not just once in awhile) SHOW SIGNS OF THE 
FOLLOWING? [NOTE: more than 1 response may be needed) 
(!)Depression (2)Rage (3)Anxiety (4)Irritable 
(5)0ther ________________________ ~~------------------------
specify 
76. HAVE YOU EVER SUFFERED MENTAL ILLNESS OR BREAKDOWN? 
( 1) Yes (2) No 
77. IF YES TO 176, DID IT OCCUR (1) Before (2) During 
(3) After AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT IN THE WAR? 
78 . WAS THERE ANY CHANGE IN YOUR NORMAL DESIRE FOR SEX? 
( 1) Yes (2) No (3)Don't know/No answer 
79. IF YES TO 178, DID THIS OCCUR (1) Before (2)During 
(3)After AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT IN THE WAR? 
80. IF YES TO t78, IS YOUR DESIRE FOR SEX (!)Increased? 
(2)Decreased? (3)Completely lost? 
81. DO YOU HAVE ANY DIFFICULTIES IN MAINTAINING SEXUAL AROUSAL? 
(1) Yes (2)No (3)Don't know/No answer 
82. IF YES TO 181, DID THIS OCCUR ( 1) Before (2)During 
(3) After AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT IN THE WAR? 
HERBICIDE EXPOSURE: In this section we are interested in finding 
what you remember about being exposed to 
defoliating herbicides, such as Agent Orange, 
which were used to kill jungle cover, etc., in 
Vietnam. If you believe you were exposed to 
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such a chemical agent, either directly by 
involvement in its use (unloading, spraying, 
etc.), or entering a freshly sprayed area. 
We would like you to describe how you were 
exposed and when. Please refer to the attached 
map marked "B". 
NOTE: Agent Orange will be used as a "catch 
all" name. Other herbicides were used in 
Vietnam, including Agents White, Blue, 
Orange II, Purple, Pink and Green. If you 
knovt you were exposed to one of these , answer 
YES to the appropriate question below. 
83 . WERE YOU DIRECTLY EXPOSED (through inhalation, drinking 
contaminated water, skin contact, etc.) TO HERBICIDES IN 
VIETNAM? 
( 1) Yes (2)No (3)Don't know 
If NO, please go onto the next section (Muscle and Bone System, 
starting with Question 100, page~). 
If YES, please indicate to which herbicide(s) you believe 
you may have been exposed: 
Agent Orange (1) 
Agent Orange II (2) 
Agent White ( 3) 
Agent Blue ( 4) 
Agent Purple (5) 
Agent Pink (6) 
Agent Green (7) 
84. DID YOU ASSIST THE AMERICAN MILITARY IN THE SPRAY PROGRAM 
IN ANY CAPACITY (e.g., as a loader, handler during storage 
or shipment, etc . )? 
( 1) Yes (2)No 
If NO, proceed to Question 188. 
85 . IF YES TO 184, AT WHAT LOCATION WERE YOU WHEN EXPOSED? 
(Please refer to the attached sheets designated B, B' and B" . 
Indicate by the appropriate number(s) the location(s) where 
you were when exposed] 
locations 
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86. FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (1)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ______________________ ~---------------------------
specify 
87. DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? ( 1) Yes (2) No 
If YES, please specify ________________________________________ __ 
88 . DID YOU ASSIST IN CLEARING VEGETATION AND/OR PATROLLING AROUND 
CAMPS, ROADS, OR CLEARING FREE-FIRE ZONES? 
(1) Yes (2)No 
If NO, proceed to Question f92. 
89. IF YES TO f88, AT WHAT LOCATION WERE YOU WHEN EXPOSED? 
[Please r-efer to the attached sheets designated B, B' and B". 
Indicate by the appropriate number(s) the location(s) where 
you were when exposed] 
location(s) 
90. FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (1)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ______________________ ~~---------------------------
specify 
91 . DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS ? ( 1 ) Yes ( 2) No 
If YES, please specify 
92. DID YOU SLEEP IN OR WALK THROUGH AREAS RECENTLY SPRAYED? 
(1) Yes (2)No 
If NO, proceed to Question t96. 
93 . IF YES TO t92, AT WHAT LOCATION WERE YOU WHEN EXPOSED? 
[Please refer to the attached sheets designated B, B' and B". 
Indicate by the appropriate number(s) the location(s) where 
you were when exposed] 
1ocation(s) 
94. FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? (1)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ______________________ ~~---------------------------
spec i fy 
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95. DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? (l)Yes (2)No 
If YES, please specify ________________________________________ _ 
96. WERE YOU POSSIBLY EXPOSED IN OTHER WAYS, SUCH AS, TRANSPORTING 
HERBICIDES OUTSIDE OF VIETNAM, DRINKING THE WATER, DOING 
FIELD WORK, ETC . ? 
(l)Yes (2)No 
If NO, proceed to the next series of questions, starting at 
flOO. 
97. AT WHAT LOCATION(S) IN VIETNAM OR ELSEWHERE? [Please refer to 
the attached sheets designated B, B' and B". Indicate by the 
appropriate number(s) the location(s) where you were when 
exposed) 
location(s) 
98. FOR HOW LONG WERE YOU EXPOSED? {l)Between 1 and 4 months 
(2)Between 5 and 8 months (3)Between 9 and 12 months 
(4)0ther ______________________ ~----------------------------
specify 
99. DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY IMMEDIATE EFFECTS? (l)Yes (2)No 
If YES, please specify ________________________________________ __ 
MORE 
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MUSCLE AND BONE SYSTEM: Please describe if you've experienced 
unusual tightening, numbness, pain, 
swelling or stiffness in any of the 
following joints (not associated with 
exercise or exertion) while still in 
Vietnam, or since leaving. Please indicate 
if you do not have these feelings. 
DO YOU EVER EXPERIENCE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING UNUSUAL FEELINGS IN YOUR: 
Tingling 
100. Hands (1) 
101. Fingers (1) 
102. Wrists · (1) 
103. Elbows (1) 
1 0 4 • Arms ( 1 ) 
105. Shoulders (1) 
106. Hips (1) 
107. Knees (1) 
108. Ankles (1) 
109. Feet (1) 
110. Toes ( 1) 
111. Neck ( 1) 
Nur:~bness 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
( 2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
Swelling 
( 3) 
( 3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
(3) 
112. WHAT WAS (WERE) YOUR JOB(S) IN VIETNAM? 
Stiffness 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
( 4) 
(4) 
(4) 
Pain 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
( 5) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
(5) 
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None 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
(6) 
-----------------------
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LIST A 
Use the substances placed on this list as a reference for answering 
questions dealing with substance exposure. 
atomic (ionizing) radiation 
ammonia 
acids 
alkalis or caustics 
asbestos 
benzene 
beryllium 
cadmium 
ceramic dust 
chemical dusts 
chlorine 
chromium 
cleaning fluids (solvents) 
coal dust 
coal tar 
cobalt 
cotton dust 
degreasing solvents 
dusty work atmosphere 
dyes 
exhaust fumes 
fibrous glass/rock wool 
flour ides 
heat (extreme) 
herbicide chemicals 
insulation materials 
irritating gasses 
irritating fumes or mists 
lead 
machine oil/cutting oil 
mercury 
metal dusts 
metal fumes 
mineral dusts (diatomacious 
earth, vermiculite, perlite 
molecular sieve or filter 
mineral spirits 
mining 
nickel 
noise (loud) 
paints 
pesticide chemicals 
petroleum distillate 
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) 
phenol 
plastics/resins 
radioactive materials 
silica or quartz 
solvents or cleaning fluids 
sugar cane 
transformer fluid/capacitor 
fluids 
uranium 
vanadium 
vinyl chloride 
welding fumes 
x-rays 
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The me-~ers of ~~e local Vie~nacese 
ccamunity who have signed below know 
or are ac~uainted with Dave Weller. 
They were asked t:::l sign as an 
expression o! ~~s~ that t~e infc~-
tion ga~~ f=:c you will be ke?~ 
confidential and will not be abused. 
My thanks to you for taking ~~e 
questionnaiTe and ·to ~~ose who signed 
be..lcw. 
TR.·P; "-' .J 0 we_ 
/".' c..~ hit 
Van-Phi and Khanh Nguyen 
